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ALBUQUERQUE,

II.

Killed in
Hoboken Fire.

Valencia

Tommy Burns, Once a Popular

Ball

Player, Dead.
CECIL RHODES

PLEASED.

New York, March 19. No estimate
could te made today, of the loss of life
In the fire which started last night on
the Phoenix Line pier in Hoboken, and
it is thought the number of dead will
never be known. Patrick Hussey, a
longshoreman who was burned while
trying to escape from the pier, died today from the effects of his injuries.
Chief Engineer Scott of the steamer
British Queen is believed to have lost
his life on that vessel. Third Engineer
Verrick of the same vessel says that
Scott, who was suffering from rheumatism, went to the cabin to lie down
before the fire started. Verrick was
in the engine room when the alarm of
fire was given.
ie tried to reach
Scott, but was headed off by the flames
and had to leave the chief engineer to
his fate. Dr. Heifer, health officer of
Hoboken, says all the men of the British Queen, with the exception of Scott,
have been accounted for.
Besides Hussey, Tour longshoremen
were taken to St. Mary's hospital and
are now under treatment. All are more
or less burned. Some longshoremen
who saved themselves by swimming,
say they saw twenty or thirty men

leap into the river.
Although some of those who jumped
Into the water were picked up by tugs
it is feared a number sank before they
could be reached by, the rescuers.
Many longshoremen are single and
have no relatives to report them if
they are missing or perished in the
lire. The police say no one except Engineer Scott is reported to them as
missing. The British Queen has been
beached and a search will be made as
soon as possible for the body of the
missing engineer.
Superintendent Mason, of the Phoenix Line, and it will be impossible to
definitely state the loss by the fire in
less than two weeks. He thought
would not cover the loss. The
British Queen was worth $S00,000 and
there was a great quantity of valuable
merchandise on the vessel, on the
piers and on the lighters that were destroyed. There was a rumor today
that the fire was incendiary, but Mr.
Mason said he was positive it was not
true. He thought the blaze started in
a quantity of Belgian wicker baskets
on the Phoenix pier, and this is confirmed by Charles Christlanson, who
was at work on the lighter Castleson,
which was lying forward oft the dock.
Chrlstianson said the flames seemed
to bur3t forth from a pile cf wicker
baskets that had bten unloaded from
the British Queen on Monday. The
British Queen was soon ablaze and the
men on board had to leap into the
water. The ruins of the pier were still
smouldering today.
Engineer Scott, who was supposed
to have perished in the fire, walked
into the Hoboken hotel today. He was
badly burned alout the face and said
he had a dreadful experience. It was
learned today that Fireman Thomas
Cooney of the flreboat David A. Boody,
fell off his boat last night and was
drowned.

WANTS A GARFIELD.

to Serve as Civil
Service Commlttioner.
Washington, March 19. Harry A
Garfield, of Cleveland, son of President
Garfield, has been offered the position
of civil service commissioner to suc
One Son Declines

ceed William A. Rodenburg, who re.
signed. Mr. Garfield declined the ap

pointment.
James H. Garfield, also a son of the
late president, will be given the ap
point ment if he will accept it. The
president at one time favorably con
siderd the name of Harry Garfield.
but was informed that the latter would
not accept.
TOMMY BURNS DEAD.
Old Time Ball Player Found Dead in
Bed.
New York. March 19. Thomas E.
Burns, manager of the Jersey City
Base Ball club and an old time player,
was found dead in dead today at the
home of P. T. Powers, president of the
Death was due to
Eastern league.
heart disease. Burns was a member of
the Chicago National League club dur
ing the neriod in which that organlza
tion won the championship for several
Afterwards he
years in succession.
was manager and player for the Pittsburg National League club lor two

years.

RHODES IS PLEASED.
Messages of Sympathy From King Ed
uiarrf inH Oufcn Alexandra.

passed
was slightly weaker today. . He
a quiei nigui, ana was iuuiuU .ilnncnj
iuhku
at the receipt of messages of sympathy
1

. .

.

News.

Ordered to Command
This Department.

county has brought suit against the
Mexican Central railroad through his
attorneys, Clark, Fall, Franklin and
Hawkins. He wants $G,000 for injuries
at Ojo
sustained in a smash-uor Moctezuma, on the 22d of last
July.
An Attack by a Ccward in
The El Paso Herald says that
was a passensr on a south Iniund
Trinidad, Colo- train which stopped at that station, he
says, and his coach, the last of the lot,
was detached in switching. In some
manner the rest of the train ran into
it, and started the coach down the Conflicting Stories of What Haptrack, which was. at that point, very
much down grade.
pened in an Illinois Town.
Then something of a hurry scene
was enacted. Trainmen, he alleges,
wildly ran after the coach, and finally
VICTORY FOR LABOR.
the engineer started the train after the
fast flying rvnaway which was making,
miles an O Washington. March 19. By di- - O
at that time, aliout thirty-fivhour. When the train did overtake the O rectlon
Major O
coach, it didn't stop for breakfast, but O General of the president.
as- - O
was
today
MacArthur
sight
up
everything
in
about
smashed
O signed to the command of the de- - O
on the car ends.
O partment of the lakes, with head- - O
Then it was, the plaintiff alleges. Q quarters at
Chicago. 111.; Briga- - O
his
nose
on
thrown,
his
was
he
and
that
dier
General
Frederick Funston Q
0
bones
face,
several
and had
ear and his
to
the
of the depart- - O
command
0
punitive
broken, the market and
value 0 ment of the Colorado,
wlfil head- - 0
$6,000.
up
figures
He
at about
of which
0 quarters at Denver; and Briga- - 0
0 dier General William A. Kohbe to 0
SURPRISED.
0 the command of the department 0
0 of Dakota, with headquarters at 0
0 St. Paul, Minn. These changes 0
will take effect on the 25th inst.
0
Judge Baker Insists on Attorneys 0
0
p

One Garfield Wont, Another
May.

T

I

Suit for Injuries Sus

in a Wreck.
Hon. Solomon Luna, of

tained

of

IT

SUES MEXICAN CENTRAL.
Sol. Luna File

-

eleven years ago. Miss Wade will return to El Paso next Saturday.
u cnarley Ross had returned to his
parents they could not have reiolced
more than did Mrs. Wade when Lucile
returned Saturday night. El Paso

from King Edward and Queen

T
Number
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Being on Time.

0

Rsinforcerrents Necessary to Suppress

me HeDelhon in China.
Hong Kong. March 19. Rebels in
the southern provinces continue to
crushingly defeat the imperial troons.
Geneial Ma and Marshal Su report that
it is impossible to suppress the rebel-liowith the troops at their disposal,
and the viceroy of Canton has request
ed Yuan Shi Kai, viceroy of Chi Li, to
n

send reinforcements.
NOT THERE.
The St. Louis Delegate Was Not

in

Court.
St. louls. March 19. The case
against J. K. Murrel, a member of the
house of delegates, who is accused of
bribery In connection with the passage
of the suburban franchise Mil, was
called in Judge Douglass court today.
and the defendant did not respond.
Her Conjugal Rights.
Ixindon, March 19. The divorce
court toi'ay granted the Countess De

La Warr a decree providing for the
restitution of her conjugal rights. The
case was not defended.

STRUCK OIL.

Near Gal'up.

COWARDLY ATTACK.
DISTRICT COURT NEWS.

THE NEWS CONFIRMED.
Wife of Trinidad's Postmaster Serious
ly Injured By a Thug.
Trinidad. Colo.. March 19. Mrs. J.
Judge Baker surprised dilatory at R. Miller, wife of the postmaster here.
W. H. Wolff, president of the Maritorneys this morning by the prompt was attacked and very seriously in- ano Oil company, confirms the news of
by
a
jured
thug
night.
last
Miller
Mrs.
ness with which he opened district was on her way to the depot to meet a a strike of oil near Gallup in the folcourt. When the hour fixed upon ar friend when the fiend struck her on lowing letter to The Citizen, which
rives, court Is opened regardless of the head with a blunt instrument and was received this morning:
whether interested attorneys are pres- then ran.
"Gallup, N, M., March 18. The Man
Oil company have struck a small
ent or not. The morning was occupied
uelito
SAFE BLOWERS' WORK.
by the trial of the case of the Queen
flow or oil in the well visited by a CitiCity Printing & Ink company against Stole $2,500 and Nearly Burned Down zen representative while at Gallup a
few days ago. They are down to a
J. G. Albright and others. The plaintiff
'a Town.
seeks to recover $500 for ink sold when
Marissa, 111., March 19. Safe blow- depth of 140 feet and the oil comes in
Mr. Albright was publisher of the Dem- ers are responsible for a $150,000 fire with a small flow of salt water.
ocrat. The plaintiff seeks to show t''s morning early. They blew open
"J.,H Turnbull, ot Albuquerque, is
that the property at Third street and the safe in the Commercial Hotel on the ground and says the oil is of a
Copper avenue was. In contemplation shortly before midnight, obtaining $2,- - good qualify, and that they expect to
of the law, the property of J. O. Al- dOO. They escaped, leaving the
And a large flow of oil within the next
200 or S00 feet.
bright, although the title is vested in in flames. The fire spread rapidly,hotel
till
"I would have wired this to you yesothers. It is also claimed by the plain- a dozen business buildings and several
tiff that the property was transferred residences, with their contents, were terday had I got the news earlier in
to avoid claims of creditors. The case destroyed. There were several nar- the afternoon, but this letter will give
'
you some idea of what they have and
was not finished, but will be again row escapes.
you ran tell the people the news
taken up at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
through The Citizen today."
Take Your Choice.
Anna Miller was granted an absolute
St. Louis. March 19. A special to
The Manuelito Oil company Is comdivorce from Sylvester Miller.
the Post Dispatch from Marissa, 111.,
s
The United States grand jury re says two blocks of buildings were de posed almost entirely of railroad
turned an Indictment against Miss Jen stroyed In last night's flie. The loss is ago, and employes, and, a short time
leased from President Wolff the
nie Turner for violation of the postal $80,000, with small insurance.
The
laws. She is charged with having sent statement that the safe in the Com- drilling outfit of the Mariano Oil com
obscene letters through the mails.
mercial Hotel was blown open and pany, placing the machine on ground
In the suit against the Southwestern robbed is denied. It is not known how about Ave miles from Gallup, where
they are now at work. This location
Brewery & Ice company, Judge Baker the fire started.
is not what la generally known as the
did not dissolve the temporary injunc"McKInley county oil lands," which
GREAT VICTORY.
tion previously issued. The time for
are located from ten to twenty miles
taking testimony was extended for
thirty days and this was made a part Labor Organizations May Boycott Cor- from Gallup, but nevertheless the Indications are just as pronounced and
porations in Missouri.
of the records. The defendants then
Jefferson City, Mo., March 19. In some say more bo where the company
informed Judge Baker that the
and supplies for the new plant the supreme court sitting en banc to- is now drilling.
The Citizen hopes that oil will be
were here and on the side track ana day an opinion was handed down depermission was granted to remove it claring that courts of equity have no struck In flowing quantities by some of
from the cars but it was not made a power to enjoin labor organizations the various companies of McKinley
from enforcing boycotts on corpora county.
matter of record.
The case of the Territory against tions.
DELIGHTFUL EVENING.
Henry Yanon, charged with assault
THEY GOT LEFT.
and battery, was appealed.
Inez Roderiguez also brougnt suit Spanish Bull Fighters Were in the City Miss Heimbeck's Pupils Entertained
by Miss Bessie Thomas.
against John Cornetto to recover propYesterday.
Miss Bessie Thomas entertained
erty which had been replevined.
Albuquerque yesterday failed to en
vocal pupils at her
tertain Fuentes and Mazantlnl. the Miss Heimbeck's
on EaBt Railroad avenue last
SLOW REGISTRATION.
Spanish bull fighters who have been home
With their baggage and at evening.
Book
Close Friday Few Names on in Mexico.they
The time was pleasantly spent in
came in from El Paso in games
tendants
the Lists.
and music besides the regular
morning
found
from
the
train
and
the
apthe
for
books
The registration
musical program arranged. Dainty reThey
around
strolled
west
late.
the
been
have
cUy
election
proaching
were served after the restreets and when they re freshments
opened since last Saturday at the vari- down town
cital. Owing Vo bad colds a number
car
station,
their
had
to
the
turned
inspection
ous assigned places, and an
of the
were not in the best of could not tatce part, but most
gone on.
of them show a lukewarmness on the humor andThey
pupils acqulted themselves mostcredit-ably- .
depot,
the
sat
around
one-third
part of the politicians, for not
Miss Helmbeck has been bringcigarettes and gave an
of the names of the voters of the smoked
ing out several very good voices lately,
Spanby
in
swearing
note
of
concert
3
up
to
city have leen registered
ish. They left in the evening and ex among whom are the Misses Gertig,
o'clock this afternoon.
ncct to sail from New York on Satur Jenks and Thomas, as high sopranos.
The book for the First ward is at day.
Miss Braithwalte played the accomare great athletes and are
the cigar store of Joe Richards, on among Both
paniments
and several solos to the
Spain
fighters
bull
best
in
the
Railroad avenue, the board of registra Fuentes said they had bad a good time pleasure of all.
tion being P. McFarland, L. A. Tesser during
following
The
is the program:
their five months stay in Mex
and J. H. Schroeder.
"Good Bye, Sweet Day'
Miss Jenks
consid
manifestly
Mazantinl
ico.
but
For the Second ward the look Is at
it a sad but glorious day for Spain "Once in a Purple Twilight"
the Boswell barber shop in the Lindell ered
Miss Edie
all he would say was that Mexico
hotel on South Second street, with as
Mr. Van Wagoner
on the bum and the United States Is "The Rosary"
Richard J. Sweeney, J. B. Boswell and ais hoodoo.
Miss Gertig
"The Swallows"
C. E. Burg as registers.
Mr. Bittner
"Out on the Deep"
E. H. Dunbar. J. D. Torlina and L. J.
Mrs. Clark
Lullaby
LUCILE WADE IN EL PASO.
Delaney constitute the board of regisMr. Napier
Tnder the hose"
tration for the Third ward, the look Girl Who Was Kidnaped Eleven Years "Wild
Roses,"
being at the drug store of J. H. O'ReilAgo Returns to That City.
"Sleep Little Baby of Mine'
ly & Co.
a
figure
in
Wade,
central
the
Luclle
Miss Thomas
The Fourth ward book is kept at the romantic kidnaping case, has returned
Was a rrlnce,"
drug store of W. Y. Walton and is in to El Paso, after an absence of eleven "He
"Margarethe,"
c harge of H. E. C. Pickard. W. Y. Walyears.
Miss Helmbeck
years
7
ton and J. H. McCutchen.
of
18,
when
now
is
She
and
The next recital will be held in the
age was kidnaped by her father from
la the Commercial club buildLIBRARY COMMISSION.
mother, Mrs. Blanche studio
whom
ing,
;
r
be'
a
Paso,
had short time
Wade, of El
.; '
Interesting Meeting of the Board at fore secured a divorce.
Little Boy Injured.
Library Building Last Night.
of
the child's
The dramatic recital
I4M yesterday afternoon. Gordon
The plan of charging 5 cents each wandering in Chihuahua, Mexico, in
for the use of volumes of recent Action several of the commonwealths of the Robblns, a little chap about 15 months
library is a United States; the secrecy with which old, while riding on the timbers used
at the Raynolds
great success, according to the her whereabouts were concealed by in moving one of the Beaven cottages
report of the librarian. The system has her father and eventually the mother's from South First street to West Baca
met with such favor that another order finding her child recently In a fash- avenue, was badly injured. One of the
for new books has been sent in. There ionable boarding school at Bowling rollers caught one of the legs of tae
are now on file in the reading room Green, Ky., have been told in these little fellow, crushing It in a frightful
twenty-eigh- t
magazines and ten daily columns.
manner below and above the knee.
papers.
Lucile arrived in El Paso Saturday The unfortunate boy was taken to his
up
fix
the night from Kentucky. She will not home and a physician summoned,
An effort will be made to
grounds around the building as an at- return to school this season.
who bandaged the Injured limb. It is
Ijibt evening she went to Ysleta to feared that the limb will have to ue
tractive little park and a committee
of tha commission was appointed to visit her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. amputated. An older brother was with
confer with the city park commission W. H. Witt, whom she has not seen Gordon, and narrowly escaped injury
regarding it.
since her disappearance from El Paso himself.
ohi-clal-

,

all-da-

Luc-ile'-

.

y

ST. CECELIA CLUB.

Interesting Program Rendered at Mrs.
Himoe's Yesterday Afternoon.
The St. Cecelia club met at the home
of Mrs. Mabel Himoe's yesterday afternoon and rendered the following program:
Duet "Polka la Relne"....
Bhr
Helen Anderson, Susie Dobson.
Chicago Postmaster Relieved Sonatina Ducal
Ciementl
Reina Grunsfeld.
"Consolation"
Klrchncr
From Loss.
Rose Harsch.
Polka
Klhler
Hilda 3runsfeld.
Pennsylvania Miners May Fight to Duet "Invitation to the Dance". . .
Weber
Weigh Their Coal.
Juanita and Romana Zeiger.
Gilder
"Amaranthis"
Hattie King.
Ab
Valse in
Gurlltt
EDWAR3 GREEN DEAD.
Estelle Luthy.
"Bal Scene"
Lichuer
Amelia Fowlea.
Washington, March 19. Chairman
Lange
Payne of the house ways and means "Pholopena" Susie Dobson.
committee, stated today he would
frame the Cuban reciprocity bill as de
Presidential Nominations.
cided upon at the conclusion of fne
Washington. March 19. The presiconference last night, during the day. dent today sent the following nominaThe bill will have two sections. The tions to the senate:
first will give the president the authorPostmasters Texas: Harry Martin,
ity to negotiate a reciprocity agree- Bonham; Charles T. Ramsdell, Denment with Cuba, granting 20 'per cent ton; Tom Richards, Sherman.
on all good 8. The second section will
Sibley amendment
cover the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
limiting the duration of the reciprocity
period to December 1, 1903.
Mr. Payne ha"B not yet determined
when the bill will be brought before Meeting of the Penitentiary Comthe ways and means committee in order to be reported to the house. The
missioners at Santa Fe.
leaders of the element opposing the re
ciprocity plan will hold a meeting dur
ing the day and consider their future
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.

Bill Will Be

Framed.

d

0 The Manuelito Company Operating

000000000

NUMBER 99
day night with the above result. Sandoval is in the county jail awaiting his
trial at next term of court. Las Vegas
Record.

RECPROCTi
The House

MORE TROOPS.

.

plans.

This morning the

general debate

upon the river and harlior bill was reThe board of penitentiary commissumed and Mr. Ransdell, of Louisiana,
a member of the committee, defended sioners at Its session instructed Suthe appropriations for the lower Miss- perintendent Bursum to publish a call
issippi.
for bids for penitentiary supplies for
the coming six months and examined
COYNE RELIEVED.
Not Have to Pay for Stamps
Stolen.
Washington, March 19. Soon after
the senate convened today, the house
bill for the relief of F. E. Coyne, postmaster of Chicago, was favorably reported from the committee on post- passed.
ottlces and pout roads antL-wa- s
The purpose of the measure is to relieve Postmaster Coyne from the loss
of $74,610, the value of stamps stolen
by burglars on October 19, 1901.
The senate resumed consideration of
the bill for the protection of the president. Mr. Spooner addressed the Ben-at- e
in support of the measure.
Will

MAY FIGHT FOR IT.

May Insist on
Having Coal Weighed.
Shamokin. Pa., March 19. The miners' convention today began the consideration of an important matter
which will decide whether the notices
posted by operators at various collieries announcing the continuance of existing conditions, shall be accepted or
rejected. The sentiment of the delegates was for the first time officially

Pennsylvania Miners

expressed during the morning session

President Nichols,
of the convention.
of district No. 1, in speaking on the
question of the scale scheule, said:
"The men of our district want their
coal weighed, and they want it weighed so badly that they are ready to fight
for it, if necessary."
The morning session began at 9
o'clock, with President Mitchell in the
chair. After routine business' It went
Into executive session.
EDWARD GREEN DEAD.
Was the Husband of Hetty, Famous for
Her Wealth.
Bellows Falls. Vt.. March 19. Edward Green, the husland of Hetty
Green, known as the richest woman in
America, died at his home here today.
He had been 111 for a long time of a
complication of diseases.
CHECK FORGER COMING.
People Warned in Advance to Watch
Out for Forged Checks.
A chec k forger who a year or two
ago worked successfully from Ios Angeles to the Atlantic coast, is again
headed in this direction. The checks
he used on his eastward trip were
made payable to C. D. Dent and the
..r T W Vrpv was signed to
them. The checks were drawn on abank and eac u one seemIos Angeles
.i ir. I... Lrnnurlv
certified bv the

cashier.

The certification

and the

name of Mr. Frey. wno is a maniei
manufacturer of Ia Angeles, were
Checks were cashed in
With forged.
Phoenix, in this city, I.as Vegas,
through Kansas. Kansas City. Chicago
as far as Virginia to the
and on east
K an. I Itiiktnn
n the northeast. I' I)
of the forged checks
to date sixty-threu
have turned up in ios Angeies. cashthe same fellow is coming west, which
ing checks on a Boston bank,
are seemingly certified but which are
e

and audited accounts incurred since Its
last meeting. The buildings, grounds
and convicts were Inspected. W. H.
Newcomb, the newly appointed commissioner, was recognized and entered
upon his duties as a member of the
Ito&rd. A resolution complimentary to
CjI J. Fianco Chaves, who hju been
a member and secretary of the board
for the past six years, was unanimously adopted and ordered Bpread upon
the records. J. T. McLaughlin was
elected secretary of the board in place
of Colonel Chaves.

Land Office Business.

Homestead Entries March 17: Antonio Ilosser, Sena, 160 acres, San
Miguel county; Richard S. Ridenour,
Cedar Hill, 40 acres. San Juan county.
Final Homestead Entries March 17:
Vicente Gonzales, El Rito, 160 acres,
Rio Arriba county. March 18: Estevan
Carrlllo, Wagon Mound, 160 acres,
MoYa county.
Desert Land Entries March 17: Silas T. Maupin, Farmlngton, 40 acres,
San Juan county; Larkln Beck, Farmlngton, 40 acres, San Juan county;
A. Deaton, Largo, 120 acres, San
Juan county; George W. Adair, Largo,
40 acres, San Juan county.

To-m- as

Pensions Increased.
James M. Johnson, Weed, N. M., $8;
Charles N. Thompson. Lewiston, N. M.,
$10; Jean Espinoza, Cleveland, N. M..
$8. Pension was granted to Frank
Fort Bayard. N. M., $17;
L. de Qulntano, Pecos, N. M., $8.
Ser-afi- no

POSTPONED.

The Millinery Opening at Mrs.
Saturday March 22.
Owing to contracting a severe cold,
which delays preparations, I am compelled to postpone my millinery opening advertised for tomorow (Thursday) afternoon ana evening to Saturday afternoon and evening, from 2 to
9 o'clock, March 22, at which time I
wll otsplay the most exquisite stock
Imaginable.
The postponement is unavoidable and the ladles are requested to remember the day Saturday,
March 22. They are all invited to attend.

t's

MRS. M. McCREIGIIT.
210 South Second street.

Delightful

Social.

The Epworth k'ague of the Lead
Avenue Methodist Episcopal church
held a delightful social last evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rogers, 410 West Coal avenue. Mrs.
Rogers made a charming hostess and
the evening was most enjoyable for all.
During the evening the more than 100
guests were serenaded by a mandolin
club. Dainty refreshments were served.
A Rare Treat.
George Leo Patterson, of Boston,
will sing at the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal church concert Thursday evening. Mr. Patterson Is a recent
arrival In Albuquerque and will prove
a valuable addition to our musical circles, having been identified with various Boston
oratorio societies and
prominent musical clubs.
Judge Fall to Prosecute.
It Is understood that Judge A. B.
Fall, of Las Cruces, one of the ablest
attorneys in the southwest, will assist
frn tha nrnuunitirin
In tha ,uua nf tho
Territory against John W. Childers.
Jr., cnarged wun tne murder or Attorney Thomas S. Hetlin. Silver City Independent.

forgeries.
Cattle Thief Landed in Jail.
Yesterday afternoon. Sheriff Romero
returned from Bernalillo county, where
he arrested Jose Clemente Sandoval,
on a charge of larceny. Last fall Sandoval stole twenty cattle from Mrs.
Flora Martinez, of this county, and
drove them to Colfax county, where
he sold them to Amador Montoya, of
Springer. The sheriff recovered the
stolen stock, but the thief had fled
from the territory.
Defense Closed.
Recently, Mr. Romero learned that
New York, March 19. The defense
Sandoval had returned to Bernalillo in the Patrick murder trial closed the
county, and he went down there Frl- - case this afternoon.
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ALBUQUERQUL & JEMEZ SPRINGS
STAGE.
Leaves from Trimble's stables every
Tuesday and Saturday at 6 o'clock
a. m. Only line with a change of stock
en route through in a day. Bath house
open all the year. Fine winter resort.
Tickets for sale by W. U I'rimble &
J. B. BLOCK, Frop.
Co., Albuquerque.

Stationery,
LOWNEY'S CANDIES,
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS,
CARVED LEATHER GOODS, at

5

o

Crowds,

Notice of Removal.
C. A. Lampman has moved from No.
315 South Second street to No. 307
i

O. A.

MATSCN

Jos W. Railroad Ave

&

CO.,

Albuquerque, New Mex

South First street, where he will be
found by all wishing WALL PAPER,
paints, oils, estimates on work, etc.
o

Crowds

ft

See the new black and white effects
in wool, silk and wash goods at the

Economist,

o
FOH ZEPHYR GINGHAMS.
INSPECi' OUR LINE OF
SUMMER DRESS GOODS,
ROSENWALD BROS.
9

Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubber Supplies,
Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.

Daily

Gold Avenue

(friijrij

Crowds,

Bring in your tinware and, have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
pany.

Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.

Corner

CENTS

Doming ships over 100,000 head of
cattle annually; is the center of the
greatest breeding region in theouthwest and cattle men all know this.

71

hihit, and small railroad trains will
carry passengers all over it.

McCREIGHT, Publishers

t
t
more ri
reopie man we couia nanaie, because
m

-

and First Street.

4

Cheap-Rat- e

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT

A WORKING CONGRESS.
No congress In many years seems to
hughes
Editor have been imbued more thoroughly
Thos.
W. T. McCreight. Mgr. and City Ed. with the determination to do what is
best for the entire country regardless
Publisheu Daily and Weekly.
of sectionalism than the present. The
members from the east and the south
seem disposed to join with the members of the west in the enactment of
nn irrigation measure, while the memApril 23 to 28, account National
Associated Press afternoon dispatches bers from the inland states are workConvention, Federation of
Largest City find County Circulation ing for the enactment of a ship subWomen's Clubs, Los Angeles.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation sidy bill. AM sectional linoa seem to
Anybody may go at $50 round
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation be wiped out and the republican memtrip from Chicago, $47.50 from
upon
come
as
a
have
bers
to
thi3
look
Copies of this paper may be found great country
St Louis, $43.00 from Kansas
with
of
the
Interests
on file at Wasnlngton in the office of each
section to bo regarded for the
City,
our -- pedal correspondent, E. G.
upbuilding and well being of the entire
$35,00 from Albuquerque.
918 F street, N. W Washington,
nation.
D. C.
Corresponding rates from all
points east.
CANALS ARE INCREASING.
New Mexico demands Statehood
Cana!s existed in prehistoric times.
Choice of direct routes returning
from the
Congress.
It is a great mistake to suppose that,
Final limit June 25.
in any 'sense, that are out of date. Since
Terms of Subscription:
On
the way visit Indian pueblos.
France has
KS 00 it3 last war with Germany
Dally, by mall, onm year
Grand Canyon of Arizona,
3 00 constructed 400 miles of new canals
Dally, by mall, fix montVi
1 50 and 500 miles of new river navigation.
Dally, by mall, three mnmns
Vosemite, and
60
Dally, uy mail, one month
French internal waterways cover 7,000
San Joaquin Valley.
76
Dally, by carrier, one month
. A
Weekly, by mall, per year
2 00 miles, and in thirty years their traffic
The Santa Fe is the comfortable
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered has increased 140 per cent. There are
way to go superb service of
In the r.iy at the low rate of 20 cents per G0.0OO canal boats in service in Russia.
Jv
week, or for 73 cents per month, when Germany's great waterways project
is
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED;
paid monthly. Tl. se rates are lees than
those of any other dally paper In the to connect all rivers of Prussia emppersona ly conducted tourist car
territory.
tying into the North sea or Baltic.
excursions;
With scarcely an exception, the canals
Harvey meals, best in the world.
The name of New Mexico will not be of the world are financial successes,
changed.
while, commercially, they are simply
Write for our books enclosing
Indispensable.
10 cents in stamps.
New Mexico has billions of tons of
When the Chimney
unrained coal.
Is choked with soot, the Are languishes
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
out. When the bronchial
The republican ward primaries will and goes
tubes are clogged with phlem, the
be held this evening.
flame of life flickers. Intelligent treatment with Allen's Lung Ilalsam brings
The Albuquerque Eastern railroad up the phlem, allays inflammation,
will be completed this year.
stops the cough and pain in the chest
and, in a word, overcomes those terri
Cnba should be annexed to the Unit- ble colds which If neglected soon he- ed States without the aid or consent come consumption.
o
of any other nation.
Bill for Relief of a Postmaster.
Delegate
Hodey
has introduced a bill
The democrats have had control of
the city for three years. It is time authorizing the secretary of the treas
ury
pay
Seraplo Romero, late post
to
there was a change.
master at Las Vegas. $1,106 on account
to the government of THE BEST MONEY WILL BUY
The Kansas populists have decided of
upon
amount
that
the settlement of his
to retain the name. It is all that seems accounts as postmaster.
For Sale by
to he left of the party.
F. G. PRATT & CO,
Distributors
Every family should have its house Fancy Grocers
The socialists asked for representa hold medicine chest, and the first bot
FOR ROUGH SKIN.
(Homestead Entry No. 6880.)
tion on the boards of registration in tle in it should be Dr. Wood's Norway
Notice for Publication.
this city, and Mayor Marron Ignored Pine Syrup, nature's remedy for
Department of the Interior, Land Of
coughs and colds.
the request.
1
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 6,
o
TO MAKE WHITE HANDS.
1902.
avenue
Simon
Stern,
Railroad
the
Geronimo, the noted Apache chief
Notice is hereby given that the fol
order.
for fourteen years a prisoner at Fort clothier, for suits to
o
lowing named settler has filed notice
bill,. Oklahoma, is to be released from
Tin, galvanized Iron and copper of his intention to make final proof in
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
FOR FACE AND NECK.
captivity and may be given civil rights work Albuquerque Hardware
compa- - strpport of his claim, and that said
M. S. OTERO, President
S
proof will be made before U. S. Com
ny.
8
The United States should make the
Mirabal, at San Ra
Silvestre
missioner
conquest of Mexico, If lor no other
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
fael, N. M.. on April 14. 1902, viz: Vic
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
SHOJLD BE ON EVERY
reason than putting a stop to the dis Is again
SWV4.
113 North Third torio Velasquez, for the E
studio,
in
her
g
25
DRESSER.
SOLD
FOR
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
S
gusting and brutal bull fights at Jua
street. Parties who wish fine work in NW,4. sec. 10. T. 10 N.. R. 8 W.
rez.
CENTS
i
BOTTLE.
PER
He names the following witnesses to
W. A. MAXWELL fi
A. M. BLACKWELL
S J. C.BALDRIDGE
artistic photography, should call and prove
his conJnuous residence upon
Investigation shows that upward of leave their orders for the new carbon and cultivation of said land, viz:
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
15,000 maimed, crippled and diseased photo, the latest In photographic are.
Donaclano Pino, Jose Abeita, Juan
o
D. Martinez, Gorgonlo Figlleroa, all of
horses are slaughtered annually in Cut
8 DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY S
Prescription Druggists.
FOR bALE.
cago, and that most of the meat Is sold
Cubero, N. M.
Improved,
A
240
acres,
well
of
ranch
as beef.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
two windmills and tanks, and fine Irri
Register.
through
gating
place.
run
ditch
Terms
Labrador has an area of 200.000 easy. Address this office, or postoffiee
THIRD STREET
square miles and the census returns of box 177, city.
CO.
W. L. TRIMBLE
190i show a total population of only
3,634, a faling off of 472 from the re
NEW BATISTES
Second street, between Railroad and
MELINI
EAKIN
turns of the preceding census.
NEW DIMITIES
Copper avenue
WHOLESALE LIQUORS, CIG
NEW ZEPHYRS
NEW PERCALES.
The mule has no pride of ancestry
bought and exchang
Horees
and
Mules
nor hope of posterity, but he comes
ROSENWALD BROS.
We handle everything In our line
ed. Livery, Salo, Feed and
All kinds
handy in modern warfare. The British
Transfer
Stables
Distillers Agents
Have you seen that blue enameled
have bought 95,000 mules in this eoun
try for use in the war with the Boers Bteel ware at the Albuquerque Hard BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY Special distributors Taylor & WilHa j
STEAM SAISACE f ACTORY.
Louisville, Kentucky
ware company's store. It is the most
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Lord Metnuen's account of the re beautiful and ornamental ware ever
111 K First St., Albuquerque. N. VX
Albuquerque, N. M.
cent disaster to his troops shows that seen in Albuquerque.
the rout was a panic, and that the
o
EM1L KLEINWORT,
Boers, who wore khaki, could not be
Demlng has just been incorporated.
distinguished from the British in the
o
MASONIC BC1LD1XG.
THIRD STREET
fighting at close quarters.
Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
The agricultural department an- in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
THE GLORY OF EASTERTIDE
nounces that it will send an expert orders. 5 cents up. 111 North First
during the coming season to Arizona street
should find your house bright and
and New Mexico to make a study of
the poisonous plants of these teritortes
beautiful. Nice furniture will greatly
In Demlng another good hotel is
and issue a bulletin for the benefit of needed to accommodate the enormous
add to its effect, and as we are supthe live stock interests, which now suf- Increase of population.
plied with many artistic
sets and
fer considerable loss from the effect of
o
such plants.
WAISTINGS? AN IMMENSE LINE
pieces which are being sold at remarkFOR YOUR SELECTION.
ably low prices, you should not allow
ROSENWALJ BROS,
Delegate Rodey has Introduced a
o
i
bill amending the United States statthe
opportunity to pass.
In Demlng the aemand for rental
utes relative to the method of approval of territorial legislative acts by the houses is five times in excess of the
territorial governor. The most Import- supply.
The
ant provision of the bill Is that the
governor shall have power to disapquickly yields to
Nasal
Catarrh
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
prove individual items of bills making xiiciit by Kly Cream liulm, which is
."1
appropriations and items so disapprov. ably arutuutic. It in received through,a':the
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.
ed shall be void unless each' item is nostrils, clonuses and hculs the whole sur
passed over the governor's veto by a face over which it diffusi s itself. IjriifijiiU
separate vote.
,
10
sell ttio 50c. Sizo: J rial hlu ly
oeuts. Test it and you urc buro to cuuimuo
Nebraska Intends to be represented the treatment.
iiiiouji; cmc:it.
at the Louisiana Purchase exposition
tUoau who aro parti.il
at St. Iau in a peculiar and decidedly to To acconuuoiluto
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
the use of uUuui.rra iu applying ihjuiuo
original manner. It is proposed to rethe nawU passives lor enOirr.ni truiiproduce the state in miniature in an Into
proprietors preparo Cream l'a!m iu
area covering ten acres in the exposi- lit i, theform,
v. Inch will bo known us Kly'e
tion grounds. All of the topographical liquid
Iron and B ass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pul!eyg,
Cream liulm. I'rieo including the When you want to buy
Flour and Bran, or want to sell
features of the 6tate, its railroads, Liijuid
Drm-gistGrade liars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Bulldlcgs;
i 75 cents.
praying
bv
or
tube
water courses, towns ana cities, prom- mail. The liquid form embodies the med- to
write
Wheat,
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
buildings
inent
and cultivated and
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
grazing lands will be shown hi the ex- - 101011 properties of the solid preparation.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

HUGHES

&

Excursions
California

LEOIM B.

STERN'S,

220 Railroad Avenue,

People as a rule know a good
thing when they see it.
f

Slg-ger-

Fifty-Sevcn-

tl

1i

Santa Fe

Appreciating the fact that all who came to- - it
f
day could not get properly waited upon.
We have decided to continue this sale
K
for the balance of the week.

For five More Days Only.

mm,

ian

THE

JiOWCo.

Bank of Commerce

over-payme-

ALBUQUERQUE

Amber Lotion

Amber Lotion

Amber Lotion

Capital

$100,000

i

Amber Lotion

&

&

Meat Market'
frcsl

Beien Roller Mills
AND ELEVATOR

Sa

Meas
"

i

Prop.

--

Futrelle FurnitureCo.

X3P

&

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Voiks

s
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Did You See the ElephantaT
Trv a dose of
Better take a look at them. Also
the
when you don't get a chance to guess at the peanuts.
feel well or you A $15 suit will be given away as a
have no appe- prize to the nearest guesser. Try your
tite. It will luck.

5

Hitters

New Mexico Towns

Club House Brand

SIMON STERN.
s trengh ten
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
vyour weak
of the match flew off and over on the
M stomach and
lace curtains Instantly setting them on
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
imake you feel
Batch of Very Latest Local Para- fire. They In turn ignited some clothIs a synonym for quality, and com-- )
ROSENWALD BROS.
cures
ibetter
It
graph.
ing on a couch and In an Instant there
;,' Belching,
prises
all grocers' shelf goods, canned,
Special Correspondence.
was a blaze that looked as If the entire
' Flatulency,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
Socorro. N. M., Marcn 18. C. T. house would be burned. The fire was
Brown has sold the Windsor feed and extinguished with difficulty after burn"Club House Brand," which is the best
Heartburn,
sale stable to the firm of May & Yon- ing the curtains, some clothing and a
line obtainable. Our service Is prompt
Indigestion and
ker.
large hole in the carpet. Mrs. Peabody
and our customers are assured proper
Constipation.
H. Chambon, the Socorro Jeweler, had her hands burned in trying to extreatment.
speaks encouragingly of that city's tinguish the fire.
flattering prospects.
Henry Benedict's horse and laundry
Joe Russell, one of the owners of wagon took a trip up Railroad avenue him thus rewarded for his faithful
0
the U. V. S. ranch, near Frisco, Is In that was not down on the program. work.
Insupervisor
in
Wright,
a
the
A.
O.
Imthe city trading and looking after
No damage was done.
Ave
W.
present and Is
portant business matters. Mr. Russell
E. McElroy, formerly In Superin- dian service, le here at
says that the Frisco district is needing tendent Fox's office, accepted the posi- inspecting the school. He came from IS STANDARD
MOCHA AND JAVA
snow or rain pretty badly Just now. tion vacated by P. W. Condit as clerk Pine Ridge, S. D., and he says it Is
Is pleased to
He reports cattle looking fine.
In the trainmaster's office. Mr. Condit very cold up there and he genial clime.
For Sale by
P. N. Yonker, the obliging proprietor will go Into Gross, Kelly & Co.'s as make the change to our
He says that the Indian school work
F. G. PRATT A CO,
of the 'Windsor hotel, drove out to his stenographer.
favorably.
ranch this morning, returning this eveFancy Growers
Distributors
Jesse Williams, new colored arrival in general is progressing
ning, with his buggy loaded with fresh- from Kansas, en route to Santa Rosa
Pneumonia.
How
to
Prevent
ly laid hen fruit. Mr. Yonker has a fine to open a barber shop, needed an overASK
You have good reason to fear an atwell stocked ranch. He has about 300 coat. He went to Racharach Bros.' to tack of pneumonia, when you have a
many
gets
as
half
about
chickens and
day and saw an overcoat he liked. He
cold, accompanied by pains In
eggs every day. A good add for a took that overcoat and made a sneak severe
for
chest or in the back between the
the
(Incorporated)
hotel.
for the door. Mr. Bacharach had busi- shoulders. Get a bottle of Chamber10
CENT
representing
the ness at the door at that particular mo lain's Cough Remedy and use it as diD. M. Donaldson,
TRIAL SIZE.
El Paso Saddlery company. Is around ment and the negro started to run. He rected and it wil prevent the threatenamong the hardware and harness mer- went directly into the corral in rear ed attack. Among the tens of thousVHOLESALBGK',-KKchants of the city today.
of the store and was nabbed. Judge ands who have used this remedy for Ely's Cream Balm
Capt. A. B. Fitch, of Magdalena, Is Wooster thought the deal worth $10. colds and la grippe, we have yet to
Gives Relief at one.
spending a few days In the city.
and Williams had to soak some of his learn of a single case that has resulted
Wool,
Julian Trujillo. editor of the Socor- barbering outfit to meet the Judge's In pneumonia, which shows that this It clean?, aonthm and
ro El Republicano. has moved his of- ante. Result: Jesse Is out $10, the remedy Is a certain preventative of heal the diaeaaed niem- .
i,i.ur,vjiuirrii
vniuv.
fice from the south side to a nicely price of an overcoat, and still has no that dangerous disease. For sale by all and drlTp away a Cold 2II AV
RlfFR
We handle
In the Uead qnirklr. It MM I I
twll
lighted room on the west side of the overcoat.
diuggists.
Is ahaorlied. Heals and Irotwta the Membrane.
Manuel Abeyta block. Abran Abeyta
K. C. Baking Powder,
Keatoree the Senea of Tate and Smell. Full aiza
From the Optic.
Proposals for supp.es at road sta- aoc.; Trial si inc.; at Pruirsnts or l mail.
also has a desk In the same rom.
Navajo Blanket,
Will Hartley and Charles Ward tions. Office of uartermaster. Denver,
J. E. Smith, manager for J. C. Bald-rldgtLI BKOTUEKS, 64 Warren Street, hew York.
Curtice Canned Goods,
speaks encouragingly of the were charged with riding a bicycle on Colo., March .4, 1902. Sealed proposColorado Lard and Meats.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
growing prospects of Socorro.
the sidewalks and not witn appropriat als in triplicate will be received at this
lull 1
The fruit growers of ..nls vicinity are ing the wheels.
office until 11 o'clock a. m.. on April
MINING
ENGINEER.
H. E. Finney writes the Optic that 24, 1902. for furnishing fuel, forage and
highly elated over the promising prosQgATBKNP,KK
House at
pects of the coming fruit .crop.
he will not travel the territory this water at road stations In this departV. V. CLARK.
Hall,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LA
of Hall ment and for fuel at Price. Utah, and Mining and metallui'Klcal enclneer, 10S
Eighteen charter members were tak- season and that Thomas
junnrrqiu-- , N. M.
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
en in at the organization of the East- & Learnard. of Albuquerque, will tune Rawlins, Wyoming, during the fiscal Went Gold nvrnup,
nna. our. r B nun iiinv.i
C7,v.iii
iir
ern Star society, which was held in and repair the Las Vegas pianos this year commencing July 1, 1902. Instruc nlnna
ETA, N. M.
una
and
mines
works:
reduction
Masonic hall Thursday night. John E. season.
tions to bidders and blank forms of mining Investments; second hnnd mining
Pierce Murphy received a letter proposals' will be furnished on applica- machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
Griffith, who has been instrumental In
the organization of the lodge, deserves from a man who lives at Wright, Tex- tion to this office. The government re
OSTEOPATHY.
credit for the pains and trouble he has as, inquiring for a ranch of certain serves the rigut to accept or reject
Chris Welgand got any or all bids. J. W. POPE, major and
gone to in the institution of the size and price.
Dr. Conner.
lodge.
The following officers were next in some way and has written me chief quartermaster.
Post Kradunte of Dr. A. T. Still's School
elected to officiate during the coming Texan that he has Just the ranch re
of Osteopathy. Klrkvtlle, Mo. Lung trou
BUSINESS LOCALS.
year:
ble and nil rnronlc discuses a specialty.
Mrs. Lizzie Griffith, worthy quired.
Office, Whlttnir build In, rooms 21 and
By accident, or by malice afore
matron; Mrs. Mary Bartlett, assistant
SAMPLE AND GLDB ROOM.
23;
by
Automntin telephone, 164.
Econo
trading
at
Economize
The
worthy matron; Mrs. Emma Dougher- thought some one carried away C. J. mist.
ty, conductress; Mrs. Mary Duncan, Schlott's overcoat last night while tne
DENTISTS
Finest
Demlng has increased 50 per cent, in
assistant conductress; A. E. Howell, owner was attending church. The coat
Whiskies,
years.
D.
D.
population
E.
In
Alger,
S.
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
Methofour
J.
of
the
treasurer; and Dr. C. G. Duncan, sec- was left in the vestibule
Brandies,
over
Brother
Ilfeld
ARMIJO
BIvOCK.
chinchilla
blue
a
retary. The society has decided to dist church. It Is
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc.
ra-Office hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. i 1:M (k. "
meet on the first and third Mondays of coat and had In It valuable papers. Mr. work. Whitney company.
to 6 p. m. Automntlc telephone No. ,r
by
Schlott is greatly inconvenienced
each month.
Demlng water and pure ozone make Appointments made by main
losing the coat and will give a reward strong and healthy people.
LAWYERS
Tho Vice of Nagging.
of $10 for the return of the coat and
It will pay you to Bee Hall & Learn
Clouds the happiness o the home, papers.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic Thone No. 516.
Bernard 8. Rodey
ard before purchasing a piano.
but a nagging woman often needs help.
No. 115.
Telephone
Bell
N
Albuquerque.
ATTOU.
taste
up
you
a
bad
may
ne
with
so
nervous
Sne
wake
When
and
Lap robes from 35c up at Albert M. Prompt attention adven to all business
1
in health that trifles annoy her. If she In vour mouth you may know that you Faber'B, 305 Railroad avenue.
to the profession, will prao-tlcpertaining
is melancholy, excitable, troubled with need a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach
territory
of
and
In
courts
be
all
the
col
or
preservaline
No
fore the United States land omce.
loss of appetite, headache, sleepless and Liver Tablets. They will cleanse oring tuberculosis
in Matthews' Jersey milK.
ness, constipation or fainting and diz your stomach, Improve your appetite
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
zy spells, she needs Electric Bitters, and make you feel like a new man
i. M. Bond
42 P street. N
the most wonderful remedy for ailing They are easy to take, being sugar nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice ATTORNEY-AT-LAW., Washington, I C. Pensions, lands,
women. Thousands of sufferers from coated, and pleasant In effect. For meat.
copyrights, cavlats, letters pat'
Demlng has an abundance of water patents,
female troubles, nervous troubles sale by all druggists.
ent, trade mams, claim.
n
tor irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
backache and weak kidneys have used
Took Enough.
it, and become healthy and happy. Try
gardens.
William D. Lee
New York. March 18. Max C. May
ATTORNEY-AT-L,Ait. Only 50c. All druggists guarantee
Oince. room 7.
Demlng.
Buy
Your
build
lots
and
in
&
manager
of
Rathbone
er. confidential
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice in
satisfaction.
cent,
per
on
20
be
will
returns
rental
for
today
an
or
was
o
tne territory.
arrested
tne courts
Sons, brokers,
the Investment.
SOCORRO.
embezzling $100,000.
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
R. W. D. Bryan
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N
From the Chieftain.
You will never wish to take another clothier, for Knox hats. New spring
M. Office, First National Bank building.
The opportunity for Socorro to se. dose of Dills if you once take Cham styles on sale now.
cure another railroad is soon to pre' berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
every
make
known
taken
for
Orders
Frank W. Clancy
sent itself.
They are easier to take and more
rooms 2 and 8.
company pleasant in effect. They cleanse the of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque ATTORNEY- The Mine Development
building. Albuquerque, N.M.
Armljo
N.
T.
have installed their new steam holster stomach and regulate the liver and Hardware company.
this week at the New Era mine in the bowels. For sale by all druggists.
Demlng is a great health resort
E. W. Dobson
Black Range.
no superior in climate for the cure
has
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice. Crom- President's Nominee.
Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Duncan gave a
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
of pulmonary troubles.
Washington. March 18. The presi
dinner party yesterday at their home
Look into Klelnwort s market on
on California street to the physicians dent today nominated John H. Bauman
John H. Stlngle,
North Third street. He has the nicest ATTORNEY-AT-LAU. S.
Cromwell block
of the city in honor of Dr. H. R. Brown. receiver of public moneys at lucson
city.
meats
in the
fresh
Albuquerque, N. M.
County Assessor BenJ. Sanchez
for
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- -t
Depository
the
Can't Keep It Secret
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
wrote from Luna valley under date of
PHY3ICIAN6
peka and Santa
Railway Companies.
The splendid work of Dr. King's Whson sewing machines. Albert Fa
March 10, that it was snowing heavily.
daily coming to light. ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
He is out on official business and will New Life Pills is remedy
E.
Dr. J.
Bronaon
for liver and
probably not return to Socorro until No such grand
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Why buy high priced lots when you
bowel troubles was ever known berore. can get them cheap in Demlng now Room 17, Homeopathic Physician,
alout the first of April.
Whiting
Block.
Capital, Surplus and profits
up
Paid
$200,000.00
con
curing
for
them
bless
tenThousands
golf,
ball,
over
base
Excitement
with certain advance assured T
headache,
biliousness
OFFICERS
AND
DIRECTORS:
stipation,
sick
commilitary
a
glove
factory,
nis, a
Short lengths ot carpets, ranging
pany, and the prospect of boring for oil laundice and indigestion. Try them from
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- one to twenty yards, at half cost,
druggists.
25c
at
all
very
city
Socorro
of
is keeping the
305 Railroad avenue,
Faber,
, dent; Frank McKee,
Albert
cashier;
days.
much alive these
NOTES.
SCHOOL
INDIAN
new
Demlng
one
needs
hundred
family
Raynolds,
McMillan
II. F.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Brown and
houses to supply the demand, and
have taken up their abode this week Snecial Correspondence.
needs them now. This demand con
in the Blackwell property. The propIndian School, March 19. Pedro tinues
to grow.
erty has recently been put Into excel- Ruiz,
is Installed in
engineer,
new
our
lent condition and now makes a com- his new position and is doing satisfae
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
PA-LIVCEJEmodious and comfortable home.
i.
work. Pedro was a former student clothier, for the biggest line of ready
tory
possessor
Socorro is now the proud
school, and we are glad to see made men's and boys' clothing in the
of
the
company
of a fully organized military
southwest Spring styles arriving.
belonging to the national guard. The
Mrs. I sol a Bambini, at her parlors
comnanv is to le known as Company
at
the corner of Railroad avenue and
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
H, of the First regiment of infantry.
North Fourth street, is prepared to
The officers have received their comgive thorough scalp treatment, do hair
PureLlgr.t Brahma Eggs for Hatching:
missions, which are very handsome.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ln
(North
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The company is drilling every night
Street
501
Firt
growing nails.
She gives massage
and. according ti Captain Matthews,
and Ulcers never become chronic treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
Sores
making excellent progress.
is bint's own preparations of complexion
unless the blood is in poor condition
weak and unable to throw off cream builds up the skin and improves
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. sluggish,
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
poisons that accumulate in it. The the complexion, and are guaranteed
Most everylody afflicted in one way or the
unhealthy
of
relieved
must
the
be
system
prepares
She
injurious.
also
be
to
not
failing
another. Only one safe, never
Jand drain.
throuch the sore, and creat danger a hair tonic that cures and prevents
cure Doan's Ointment. At any drug matter
before
heal
follow
should
would
it
life
Have
large
of
to
a
received
Just
stock
out;
falling
restores
dandruff and hair
Imported French and Italian
store, 50 cents.
the blood has been made pure and healthy life to dead hair: removes moles foreign and domestic woolens, which
DEALERS IN
1
sys
from
the
eliminated
up
impurities
they
and
all
are
prepared
to
in
make
first
SANTA FE.
warts and superfluous hair. Give ber
tem. 5.S.S. logins tliecureDy tirstcieans-in- a trial.
class style at reasonable prices, con
AND
IIOOORS.
GROCERIES
Sole agent for 5aa Antonio Lime.
and invigorating the blood, building
slstent with first class work. Ladies
From the New 4.iexican.
Mrs. Eugene Riggin. cousin of Mrs. up the general health and removing from
and gentlemen's clothing cleaned.
Our Tenth Anniversary Sale.
pressed and repaired at short notice,
J. D. Hughes, who has been visiting tLe system A CONSTANT DRAM
We are offering special values in
Free delivery to al 1 parts of the city.
119 RAILROAD AVENUE.
two weeks. Ca
during
next
friends in Maryland and other eastern
the
lines
213, 215, 217 North Third Street
Telephone 247.
SYSTEM.
THE
way
on
her
Fe
ou
in
Santa
states, arrived
in and eomnare our prices and
disaccomplished
will
Angeles,
has
the
She
leen
When
this
an
California.
to Los
goods with those of other dealers
(Homestead Entry No. CS77.)
be in Santa Fe a few days a guest of charge gradually ceases, and the sore or we believe we can convince you that
Notice of PuDlication.
(Homestead Entry No. C797.)
1 1 is the tendency of these old
heals.
ulcer
Hughes.
Mrs.
ptpartment of the Interior. I.and Office
will pay you to deal with us.
Notice for Publication.
worse,
to
sores
worse
and
indolent
Ora
George F. Childress and Miss
jjtow
Ht Santa Fe. N. M.. March 17. 1902.
SIMON STERN,
Department of the Interior, Land OfElla Emerson were married at the and eventually to destroy the boues. Local
Notice is hereby given that the folAvenue Clothier.
Railroad
The
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 10,
Presbyterian church by the Rev. W. applications, while soothing and to some
lowing named settler has flled notice
1U02.
Hayes Moore. The bride and groom extent alleviate pain, cannot reach the seat OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
of bis intention to make final proof in
Notice la herehy given that the folO Miiport of his claim, and that ha Id
WE SELL.
are both residents of Modeska. Kansas, of the trouble. S. S S. does, and nomattei O
how apparently hopeless your condition, O
Ol iiioof wiU le made before the Register lowing named settler has filed notice
PIXGHEK & SMITH'S
at which place Mr. Childress is employ- even
though your constitution lias broken O
O or Receiver
FOR WDM EX.
SHOES
at Santa Fe, N. M., on of his Intention to make final proof
ed and where he and Mrs. Childress
nothing O
O April 25. Uo2. viz.: Pantaleon Nieto in support of bia claim, and that said
B. 1L EI. I) & CO.
will reside in the future. They were down, it will bring relief when
before the probate
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. John T. else can. It supplies the rich, pure blood OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
for the S NE1; S' NW'i of Section pi oof will he made county
at Albuquerto heal the sore and nourish
clerk of Rernalillo
t;. T
K 6 E N M P M.
N.
Wall, of Lamy, and a sister of the necessary
diseased body.
que, N. M., on April 19. 1902, viz: ManColombo Halt.
following
to
names
witnesses
He
the
bride. Mrs. Wall Is also a sister of the theMr.debilitated,
J B Txlbrrt. Lock Box 2)S. Winona, Miss.,
For dancing parties, lectures, etc. prove his continuous residence upon uel Gutierrez y Garcia, for the El4
bride. The wedding party spent the sayt- "Sis year hr-- my leg t rom the kO' e to
for
dates apply to O. A. Matson, agent and cultivation of said land, viz.: Es NV4, E'a SW'i. sec. 34, T. 9 N.. It
sore.
interesting
looking
physicians
une
sohd
at
foot
Several
the
Hie
i
in
afternoon
I made two trips to Hot Spring,
and
treated
ne
city.
teleno Ortega, of Eacobosa, N. M.; 6 E.
in
the
places
but found tio relief I vis tuduced to try S. S. S ,
Notice of Removal.
He names the following witnesses to
Manuel Mora y Martin, of Escoitosa, N
anr'. it made complete cure. I have been a perI.ampman
A.
C.
No.
from
has moved
Moki Tea Positively Cures Sick
fectly well mail ei r uni t "
M.; Jose It. Lebario. of Escobosa, N prove hia continuous residence upon
315
307
South
Second
street to No.
is the only purely vegM
Luz Martines. of Escobosa, N. M and cultivation of said land, vifl :
street,
South
be
will
First
where
he
etable
blood
purifier
Miramon Luccro, Santiago Garcia.
A
constipation.
MAX I' EL it. OTERO. Register.
Indigestion and
known contains no found by all wishing WALL PAPEK,
Jose Sanchez, Atilano Tapia, all of
herb drink. Removes all erup- etc,
poisonous minerals to paints, oils, estimates on work,
Escobosa, N. M.
tions of the skin, producing a perfect
o
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
ruin the digestion and
complexion or money refunded. 25c
We offer subject to prior sale $50 n00
Register.
than relieve your suffer,
street
First
and 50c. Wr.te to us for free sample. add to, rather flesh
first mortgage elec
does not Leal readily 5 per cent.
ings. If your
W. H. Hooker k Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Proprietor.
BROS.,
BALLING
when scratched, bruised or cut, your blood trie bonds. For further particulars, adis in bad condition, and any ordinary sore dress Stepnen D. Demmon & Co.. 100
LAS VEGAS.
J
Washington street, Chicago. 111., or Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
is apt to become chronic.
FIRE INSURANCE
From the Record.
bend for our free book ami write out Moscow E. L. & P. Co., Moscow, Idaho.
W. L. Peabody indulged in a farewell physicians about your case. We make DO
Demlng!
We desire patronage, and we
Don't overlook it if you
In Deinlng you can buy lots for $100
pyrotechnic display just before leaving charge for this service.
Secretary Mutual Building Association are looking for a sale and paying
baking.
guarantee Aral-clas- s
A'hlch will pay you 100 per cent, in less
1HE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AILANTa. 6A.
Saturdav afternoon for El Paso. He
Office at J. J. Baldrldge'a Lumber Yard
207 8. Flret (treat, t,."vuerque, V
than twelve month.
went to light a gas stove and the bead
SOCORRO.

i

A. J. MALOY, 214

Railroad

J

CK,KLiV&lO.

Druggist CATARRH

Off

S

Hides, Pelts

LI

1

to
I
I

Jjj

n--

! ST.

run-dow-

ELMO

n

e

COMHERCIAL

CLUB

BUILDING.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

re

F. T0MEI & BR0.

AB.

W.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

SORES AND
ULCERS.

Toti & Gradi

g

:iiJSS&

-

w--

Head-Headach-

PIONEER BAKERY

r

a. e. walker;

t
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a Week

S1.QQ

uys a

Dinner
Set . . .
Extraordinary

0er',,!

We will sell any Dinner Set in our
Store costing $20.00 or less for $1.00 a
week. Sets over $20.00 for $2 a week.

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
boococoococococoococo

(.BORRffDSILE & CO.

HIS WIFE'S LOVER.

CONSUflPTION

the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
Admits
Intimacy
Woman
and Hus' lung troubles are
relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
band Shoots Her Paramour.
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds In a day 25 cents. Your
money back if dissatisfied. Write for
JAMES BOLTON THE VICTIM.
free sample.
W. II. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORielly & Co., and
II. H. llriggs & Co.
W. E. Pearson, a coke washer workA Convict Escapes.
ing at Segundo. near Trinidad. Colo.,
wrnt to the spot where his wife had
Alexander Williams, a convict from
met her lover. Jamrs llolton, clandes- Chaves county, whose time expires in
tinely, and shot him down before her October, escaped this afternoon while
eyes. At the Inquest held the woman working with the penitentiary gang in
admitted the Intimacy, hut accused her the stone quarry northeast of Santa
husband of having leen first unfaithful Fe. A posse with blood hounds is In
to her. The shooting was the result pursuit. New Mexican.
of the betrayal of Mrs. Pearson by her
Card of Thanks.
daughter. Deputy Sheriff
Mr. and firs. O. Hachecht desire
Krecgor, who was sent to arrest Pearson, was stoned by Mexicans and came through The Citizen to thank their
numerous friends for their kindness
near losing his life.
Pearson moved to Segundo from and sympathy in thebyhour of their afthe death of
Trinidad. He was employed iftider the fliction, occasioned
street commissioner. Among his ear- their son, Victor Hugo.
liest acquaintances and closest friends
Mrs. Oeorge Glegoldt
received a
at Segundo was llolton. So friendly message
this morning that her mother,
were the men that Pearson asked llol Mrs. J. M.
Steward, died at Hutchinton to board at his residence.
Mrs. Giegoldt
son. Kan., last night.
will leave for Hutchinson tonight.
Bolton Ordered From House.
According to the story of the wit
A. D. Johnson does not ship In carnesses at the innumJt was during loads
he has the only stock of wind
the time while llolton was rooming in mills but
in the city.
the Peaison home that the intimacy
o
between him and his friend b wife
Let us figure on your plumbing. Alsprang up. The little daughter of the buquerque Hardware company.
Pearsons informed her father of the
state of affairs and Pearron ordered
Demlng has a magnificent school
llolton to leave the house.
llolton. system.
however, Mrs. Pearson says, called
o
quite often during the absence of her
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
husband.
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware comSunday evening he came and per pany.
a
to
walk
him.
with
her
suaded
take
After the couple had left the house the
girl
ran
to the coke ovens, where
little
her father was employed, and told him X
Si
DON'T DRINK
that ihey had gone and Indicated the
direction they had taken.
X
Poor Coffee.
Pearson ran to the house and sea
cured his revolver, then set out in
search of the pair. He encountered X It's bad for you. Oood Coffee.
line
them at the top of a hill and informed S
J
the man that there would have to be N
X
HEEKIN'S HIGH GRADE
an immediate settlement between X
X
them. llolton turned and ran. Pear X
Aids Digestion.
son, hurling epithets after him. drew X
Try It.
ii
his revolver and fired.
The bullet X
X
struck llolton In the back and passed X
F. G. PRATT A CO.,
n
The heart and X
clear through him.
Albuquerque. X
lur.gs were penetrated and Bolton died X Sole Agents,
X
within a few moments.
X X X
Another Woman in the Case.
Pearson teh graphed Sheriff Clark
an" Coroner Sipe at Trinidad. The one
CLASSIFIED ADS.
lie requested to come and take charge
of the body of the dead man and the
Note
All classified advertisements
other to take him in custody. He or rather "liners," one cent
a word for
claims that he did the shooting in
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Mrs. Pearson denies this and any classified
advertisements, 15 cents.
says that her Intimacy with llolton In order to insure
proper clas"i',cat!on
was caused by the unfaithfulness of all "liners" should be
left at '.Ms ofher husband. She testified that Pear- fice not later than 3 o'clock
p. ni.
son at one time brought a woman into
her house and said that she must be
LNT.
allowed to stay there. Mrs. Pearson
said he admitted that the woman's FOR RENT Furnished room in pri
past had been questionable, but that
vate family, with board If desired.
he Intended to reform her.
Address X, this office.
While Deputy Sheriff Kreeger was FOR RENT A nicely furnished front
driving to Segundo to arrest Pearroom for ori or two gentlemen. Adson, he was attneked by several Mexdress A, this office.
icans who stoned ..im from the Jtop of FOR RENT Furnished three room
head
his
sheriff
had
The
hill.
cottage on mesa. Plenty of water
the
heavily bandaged us a result of wounds
and all conveniences. Apply at Dr.
being
a
from
train
by
thrown
received
CrosBon's, 106 West Gold avenue.
recently, and these bandages and a FOR RENT Five room house and
cold
keep
worn
the
to
heavy blanket,
bath. 202 North Edith. Mann Sadair from his wounds, are all that saved
dlery company.
weighing
his life. One of the rocks,
blow
glancing
two pounds, hit him a
FOR SALE.
on the head. Later he returned to the
Cheap, good Crown sew
FOR
SALE
Cordordoza,
3pot and arrested Cruz
ing machine at 411 South Arno.
whom he recognized as one of his asFOR SALE Cheap, restaurant furni
sailants.
ture, nearly new. 113 North Third
street.
Thursday Evening Concert.
givFOR SALE For $200 established busi
The sixth popular concert to be
ness in heart of city; small staple
en by the Lead Avenue Methodist Episstock carried. For interview address
copal church choir, Thursday evening,

Novelty,

Summer Fabrics
THIS YEAR'S SHOWING EXCELS ALL ITS PREDECESSORS IN
VARIETY OF PATTERN, NOVELTY OF DESIGN AND ORIGINALITY
OF TEXTURE. WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL OF OUR SUMMER WASH FABRICS, WITH THE SOLICITATION OF YOUR INSPECTION.
WE DO NOT CARE TO GO INTO
DETAIL REGARDING THE NUMEROUS NOVELTIES JUST RECEIVED. AN INVESTIGATION OF OUR LINE WILL ACQUAINT YOU
"
"
WITH THE SEASON'S NEWEST.
'

Among Them are Prominent
B. B. C.

ZEPHYRS

RED SEAL ZEPHYRS
GOLD MEDAL ZEPHYRS
FOILE DU NORD ZEPHYRS
PALMETTO BATISTE
ONDINE MUSLINET
INDIA MULL
BATISTE INDIENNE
PONGEE ORIENTAL
HARVARD OXFORD

SPIDER SILK
ABBOTSFORD SEERSUCKERS
BATES MILLS SEERSUCKERS
MERCERIZED GLACE
SUPINO BATISTE
ALCONA BATISTE
DUCHESSE DIMITY
DELLHOVEN DIMITY
MANDALAY SUITINGS
CYPRIAN MADRAS '

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
CHOICE OF

Zephyr Ginghams 9ic yard.
THIS INCLUDE3 ALL OUR

15C GINGHAMS

s

House Furnishings,

"fficXod..

Santa Fe Nursery.
Note These Prices
814 per 100
2 yenr Applm
825 per 100
2 year Cherrif s
S 1 G per 100
G
Peaches 5 to feet
$28 per 100
Pears 5 to G feet
$18 per 100
Plums 4 toT feet
given
Special
to packgood
All
attention
clean Ptoek
ing and shipping orders. Perfectly acclimated. Send
yonr orders to th old reliable SANTA. FE NURSERY,
GRANT lllVENPUKG Prop

GREAT CUT IN PRICES...
We have just placed on sale a

elected line of Pocket
Books. For a short time only
we will supply the filling for

well
1

Geo. B.

West Rail

The Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.

sxxxx

0. W.

March 30:

STRONG & SONS,
Undertakers and Embalmers.

Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.' .
Local Undertakers Santa Pe Pacific Railroad.

seir-defens-

P. O. box 108.
"Rondo from the E FOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; Im
mediate delivery. For sale by Met-caMinor Sonata."
& Strauss.
' Miss Helen Pratt. Mrs. Himoe and
FOR SALE Well cured alfalfa, $11
Prof. 1)1 Mauro.
per ton. Delivered in Albuquerque.
Chorus "God Is Our Refuge and
Road Avenue.
Dudley Buck
Strength"
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old Albu'
Solo "I Know Not Wny"
querque, ii. M.
Bingham
Helena
OOCOCOCXDCCOOCCCOCCCOCOOOOO
Miss Julia Renison.
WANTED.
Selected
Solo
IS IT
8
8 Instrumental
WANTED Cook at Central hotel at
Mrs. I. Krankford.
Cerrillos, N. M.; good wages.
Duett "Starry Heavens". . .C. Pinsutl
WANTED
Agents everywhere to sell
Houghton.
Uehrlng
and
Misses
8
8
our genuine French perfumes. Big
Hybrias the Cretan
Sol,
profits and permanent business.
G. L. Patterson.
YOU WANT?
g
0 Recitation "Sent to Heaven
Perfume Co.. Western United States branch. Kansas City. Mo.
Ade Proctor
g
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
X
WANTED Men to learn barber trade.
Miss Catherine Stack.
Hooded with demand for graduates.
Rose". .. Louise Tunlson
$00 monthly guaranteed. Last thirty
Mi.is urace iloughton.
days that scnoiarshlp, board, tools,
g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q Solo "Song of a Heart"
and transportation can be earned.
IOiiise Tunison
Q
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
g
Write nearest branch, Moler Barber
Lee Mitchell.
College, New Orleans, La., or St
Piano So!o
Selected
Louis, Mo.
Mrs. I. Frank ford.
Solo "True to the Last
Adams WANTED Confinement nursing by an
experienced uurse; can furnish refT. Y. Maynard.
erences. Call or address Mrs. WilMale Quartette "Sleep, Lady Sleep"
son. 401 North Sixth street, city.
Messrs. Nettleton, Snyder, Cillman
RANCH WANTED Have a fine
and Anderson.
English basement style resi
Millard
Solo "Waiting"
dence In Ambler, Pa., 15 miles from
Miss ldu McCune.

the same at actual cost.
Williams,
Prescription Druggist,
117

a

ROSENWALD BROS.

Both 'Phones In Our

Office

201 211 North Second

Street.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXOOOC

SPRING LAMB AT EASTER

makes a dish that is as dainty to the
palate as a new spring bonnet is to the
eye. When procured at FARR'S mar
ket it is sure to be just right, and this
year it is sweeter, more Juicy and tender than ever before.

".
cooooooooocxxxxjocxxxjooc

COBVRICMT

;

Wm. Farr.

Instrumental Trio

lt

Brockmeier & Cox,

8

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

Telephone Service

n8

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Gold Avenue.

Solo--"D.v- ing

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

WM. G0ETTING

&

CO, Proprietors,

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled,

U33 West

Railroad Avenue.

Sausage making a specialty.

L. H. SHOEMAKER,
West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

New

(St

Second Hand Furniture

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-han-

d

household goods.

GENTLEMENI

A. D. JOHNSON,
GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

THE SAMPSON IDEAL AND
ECLIPSE WINDMILLS
Steel towers, steel tanks, watering
troughs, well making and all kinds of
repairing. Pumps and piping. Tubler
well supplies. Ash pump rods and cylinders. Metal tree guards and fencing.

A. D. JOHNSON
Lead Avenue Between First and
ond Street.

Automatic 'Phone

608.

Sec-

Our selection of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
and fulldress suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
216 South Second street.

00000000(02 000000000
O
CREI'E DE CIIENES. PEAU O

O DE SOIES AND TAFFETAS IN O
O ALL COLORS.
O
C
B. ILFELD & CO.
0

00OO00O0O00OOOOOOO0
Keep your eye Cu Demlng.

Recitation

"Juugment"

Chas. Hickman
Miss Katheriue Stack.
Bridal Chorus
From "The Rose Maiden"
Miss Helen Pratt, Organist.
pianist.
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himoe- ,
Prof Di Mauro. violinist.
Mr. S. Houghton, director.

Philadelphia. Pa.; cost $14,000, sub
ject to $4,500 building association
mortgage; 2 acres ground, stable
gas, electric light, choicest fruit
trees, etc.; also have a tine
entirely new Pompaeon brick Phlla
delphia house, mortgage $4,000, due
6 months. Interest and one year
taxes; have also a fine
New
Jersey truck, grain and chicken farm
12 miles from Philadelphia, free and
clear; cost owner $4,000; will give
all these properties for a ranch, in
cluding stock, crop and implements
Dr. O. F. Theel, 731 S. Hill St., ura

Borradalle

for a fourteen-foo- t
Eclipse mill
How is that for Jobber's prices? A. D

Johnson.

qV9
I

VT.T

V'

I

I

I

si:

HAHN,

E. J. POST & CO
HARDWARE
WIRE POULTRY NETTING,
BLACK AND GREEN SCREEN WIRE CLOTH.

SHEEP SHEARS.
The B B A and No. 200. We import our Shears direct from England, and meet Eastern prices. WRITE
FOR PRICES.

& Co.

Money on household goodf
and chattels of every description.
A. H. Yanow, 201 South Second st.

TO LOAN

I

our statement at all times with goods
that prove our reliability, when we say
that our Gallup coal Is the most satisfactory for any purpose where Beat is
required for either baking, cooking,
heating or other purposes, and our reg.
ular patrons will back us up also. If
you want high grade, well screened
coal, order Gallup.

Bell phone 45
Automatic phone 416.

e

Notice to Ladies.
Ladies who keep themselves familiar with Parisian and New York styles
will at once recognize the following
creations as all the rage this season:
Angeles. Cal.
"The Raisin" hat it is the novelty of AGENTS $10 daily, introducing our
the moment; "The Dolly Varden," so
brilliant gas light burners. Families,
popular a few years ago. has returned
business houses, banks, churches,
to beautify woman, and "El Toriados.
private and public buildings, buy at
These and many other beautiful de
sight. These burners are what the
signs will be on exhibition at the mil
people are looking for. They do not
linery opening of Mrs. M. McCrelght
require a chimney (to break) or a
No. 210 South Second street. Saturday
wick to trim, and make no smoke or
evening,
March 22.
afternoon and
dirt. Fit any coal oil lamp without
expense or trouble, and produces tne
best, cheapest and cleanest light. It
is a great money maker for agents.
Blue points,
200 per cent profit. Write at once
llaltimores,
and get to work right away. SamHouma selects,
ple free. Enterprise Manufacturing
Fresh clams,
Co., B. 567. Cincinnati, Ohio.
All received in patent snipping casci
fresh by express Thursday morning
MISCELLANEOUS.
Eight varieties fresh. San Jose Mar
Repaired. 117 Gold avenue.
STOVES
ket.
$G5

WE BACK UP

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

4

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
--I

f

(Market quotations and review furnished by W. P. Metcalf. No. 5 Cromwell Mock, received over the private
Except In tht Fire Box.
wire of Logan & Bryan. Chicago.
New York, March 19. The stock
Steel and malleable iron used In the market was Irregular today and quiet
construction of these ranges. We also for the general list. Specialties formed
the conspicuous features and of these
have a complete line of
Colorado Fuel & Iron was the most
prominent. The buying of this stock
was based on the announcement of the
sale of bonds of the company by the
bankers who took them some time ago
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS and was accompanied also by the rumors of the purchases for control by
They have no peer or rival in the new interests. Sugar had a sharp adbase burner world In the point of ele- vance in the last hour after the publication of the statement.
gance and high finish.
Standard stocks were quiet. Anthracite shares were quiet. The Vander-biltwere strong and money advanced
up and the 5 per cent would come
shortly on the preferred stock.
Gold Avenue.
The money market was steady with
most loans at M per cent. Arbitrage
business was very small.
63
Amalgamated Copper

"Art Garland"

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

s

Albuquerque Hardware Company,
120

ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGMILLCo
Manufacturers of

Atchison
Atchison,

Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn-

der.

Ov'-',wwino00-

FIRST STREET.

0

i

...

& Nashville
Metropolitan
Manhattan
Mexican Central

Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are

37
. 69
.104

JEWELER.
Watch inspector A.," T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

.168"
134
29

101
57

Pennsylvania

151 Vi
45V4

Pacific Mall

Reading

T. Y. MAYNARD,

56

....

81
32

96
65
70V6

99

42V4
Steel
95
Steel, preferred
23
'Wabash
Wabash, preferred
For the strongest and best steel
lawn fence see A. D. Johnson.
n
Our Ads Are a Guide to Right Prices.
WATCH THEM AND KEEP POSTED.
Two inch mesh 2 feet wide, poultry
wire, per roll. $1.65.
Poultry wire staples, per pound, 10
cents.

& S. F.

B. H.

Brlggs

& Co.

Plumbing and Heating.

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.
ANXIOUSLY LOOKING

forward now to spring
Is the mistress of every
home In Albuquerque, when she
can take up that oid carpet with
Its accumulations of winter's
dust and grime, and pull down
those sun rotten window shades
that are a disgrace to the room,
and replace them with carpets,
mattings, cool summer draperies
and window shades from our
new and up to date spring stock.
house-cleanin-g

PLANT NOW.
Hardy two year lilacs, altheas, large
flowered clematis, climbing and standard roses, witttnria. spireas, syrlngas,
bleeding heart, lilies, honeysuckles,
tuberoses, Boston Ivy, caladiums and

madeira

dulks.
IVES,

The W.

L. Douglass $3

SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Notice of Removal.

C. A. I.ampman has moved lrom No.
315 South Second street to No. 307

L B. PUTNEY,

o

We still have some big bargains In
suits, overcoats,
Winter underwear,
gloves and hosiery. Call and be shown.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carrlra tb Largest
and float ExtcaaWe
Stack af

Flour, drain
and Provisions,

Call at the Court House
on the assessor, and make a return for
your property for taxation, if you wish
to avoid paying 25 per cent penalty.
ALEJANDRO SANDOVAL.

Assessor.
We sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.
A full line of boys' suits, hats, shoes,
pants, shirts, waists and underwear,
Just received, isimon Stern, the Kan
road avenue clothier.
Agricultural lands in Demlng are un
for fertility, production of
surpassed
sewing
drop
head
A fine
and vegetables of all kinds.
fruits
machine, $20.
An Al, No. 8 cook stove, $14.40.
Gentlemen: Order your spring suit
A $35 grade of double express team from the Nettleton Tailoring agency,
harness, $28.
2,100 spring samples to select from.
St. Jacob's Oil. 50 cent size, 45 cents.
o
Ruppe's drug store open all night,
Wizard Oil. 50 cent size, 45 cents.
every night.
Castorla, 30 cents.
Pears' perfumed soap, 17 cents.
Demlng water is chemically pure
Small cans of oysters, i0 cents.
equal to Polan Springs.
Large cans of oysters, 20 cents.
o
Van Camp's condensed soups 10
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
cents.
B. Stern
Two packages of pancake flour, 25 yard are very scarce. Leon
cents.
Demlng Is the great mining center
THE MAZE,
of the southwef.w
Proprietor.
WM. KIEKE,
o
We can fill your orders for Cerrillos

ESTABLISHED 1878

OLD RELIABLE"

South First street, where he will bo
found by all wishing WALL. PAPER,
paints, oils, estimates on worlr, etc

.

PELTIER BROS.

CiRANT.BinLOIN O W JUHRIAO Al

I

......

Reading, first preferred
Southern Railway
Southern Railway, preferred
Southern Pacific
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Union Pacific

and

Grand Millinery Opening.
At Mrs. I,. H. Shoemaker's millinery
parlors. ... 5 Wrst Gold avenue, on Friday and Saturday, botn afternoon and
evening. March 21 and 22. at which
time she will display bonnets and
capotes for niesdames and misses, in
all the lat'T.t Parisian and American
makes and styles.
She also has a
large assortment of children's hats and
bonnets. The public invited to attend.
r.r.".) guest will be presented with al
beautiful floral souvcir.

.102

Missouri Pacific
Norfolk

obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches. Dins. etc.. are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of
the finest make.

& CO..

.

Brie, first preferred

.

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from Indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by aU druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. H. Hooker & Co.. llulTalo, N. Y. J. H. ORielly

THE FLORIST.
and $3.50 Shoe.
35
We have Just accepted the agency
24 Vi
for this famous shoe and are starting
66
1644 out witu a big line of them. They are
171 Vi absolutely the best shoe for the money
ever offered In the United States and
27
we guarantee every pair of them.
.
1 74

Erie

DECORATIVE

77 7
97
130
46
107

6i

Alton
Chicago & Great Western
Monon
St. Paul
Rock Island
Colorado Southern
Colorado Southern, preferred
Colorado Fuel & Iron

or-

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

4Q3 SOUTH

preferred

Sugar
Smelters
Baltimore O Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit

r

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,

ing and Mill Work of all kinds to

ACKER'S

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

OF CAST IRON ABOUT THE

NOT AN OUNCE

O
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StapleQrocertes

Car loOaMClaity.

found aonthwaat.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Plows, Mowers, Rakes

five-drawe- r,

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M.

206 West Gold Avenue,

JUST ONE SAMPLE
will prove the superiority of the
other coal,
Clarkeville Coal over-a- ll
when you test it for your oven or In
your furnace. You don't get up in the
r
morning and find your
stove or steam furnace has consumed all the contents of the feeder.
It will burn longer without clinkering,
than any other coal sold.
par-ua-

self-feedin- g

WOOD AND KINDLING.

J. S. BEAVEN
YARDS

PROPRIETOR CLARKVILLE

ALFALFARINE
For Thin People.
A flesh producer that produces flesh.
SHULTS'

Health restorer that restores health.
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
And a tonic for everybody.
Sent postpaid for $1 a bottle, or six
bottles for $5. Write for circulars and
testimonials.
THE ALFALFA COMPANY,
Wichita. Kansas.

I

J. KORBER &

HAnn, Dotti pnones
Remember that Butman is at 215

CO,

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

coal once more.

Cat fish, fresh sturgeon, salmon,
smelts, red fish, flounders, sea bass,
soles, fresh clams, fresh shrimps, fresh
oysters, blue points, Baltimores and
Houma selects all received in patent
shipping cases. Try our fresh smoked
white flBh and flaked halibut. San Jose

Railroad avenue.
new pictures?

5,000 References as to Quality of Work.

Have you seen the

Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electric light system under con

tract.

The

Watch

Southwestern

Repair House.

Market.

Mrs. I H. Shoemaker Is making
Everybody will receive a souvenir at elaborate preparations for her mil
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
Mrs. Shoemaker's opening, on the aft- linery opening.
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
ernoons and evenings of Friday and
NOVELTY FABRICS IN SUMMER
OL-IJ1902 Saturday of this week.
.
AS. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
1882
INSPECTING
DO
MISS
GOODS.
NT
o
LINE.
OUR
Your parcels and baggage delivered
ROSENWALD BROS
by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
The Latest from Cerrillos
6v.,
Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand Automatic: uiuue
is five cars of the far famed lump coal.
n
Canned Goods. Dealers in
ever. S5 per ton.
I can load your wagon at once with Better than
Native and Chicago Lumber.
o
at
pumping
outfit
complete
a
mill
and
In Demlng good safe loans can be
Staple and Fancy Groceries bottom prices. A. D. Johnson.
had at better rates than in the old es- Sherwin-Wiliia- ms
ALWAVV7ocr,
214 South 8econd street.
tablished towns.
PLASTKR
DOORS.
BLINDS,
8ASH,
LongWears
FAIL,
THE
ATTEND
Best!
Looks
Covers More!
TO
DON'T
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on GREATEST
LIME, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
You will get a nice present at Mrs. est
Mobt Economical ! Fall Measure
HOSIERY SALE EVER
earth
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON L. H. Shoemaker's opening, Friday and
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Saturday.
B. STERN.
delivery.
Free
Orders solicited.

Automatic 'Phone N.
Bell Telephone No. 4

DR.

MUUhL

FULL LINE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS
BAIN WAGONS
FISH BROS.' WAGONS
OLD HICKORY WAGONS
ALL KINDS SPRING WAGONS
BUGGIE8 AND ROAD WAGONS
AND
8ADDLES
HARNESS,

266

VAJNJN &

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

J. C.

N,

BALDRIDGE
Paint Building Paper

.

1

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST
NO SHOES, CLOTHING

Agents for McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All patterns 10 and 15c. None higher.
MAIL ORDERS
Filled the same day as received.

THE ECONOMIST

OR GROCE-

RIES

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

BUT EVERYTHING IN THE DRY
GOODS LINE.

IDEAL. SPRING MERCHANDISE:

TAUGHT YOU TO EXPECT MUCH OF US
WE ARB CONFIDENT THAT THE STYLE BEAUTY AND EXCLUS1VENESS OP OUR SPRING STOCKS WILL CALL FORTH YOUD UNSTINTED PRAISE. EXPERIENCE HAS
OUR
PATRONS MOST TASTEFULLY AND
PLACING
BEFORE
AS
EVER
MERCHANTS.
PROGRESSIVE
EXCEL
IS
TO
AMBITION
OUR
SEASON.
AT ALL TIMES AND ESPECIALLY AT THE BEGINNING OF A NEW
POLICY THAT GOVERNS THE MAKING OF ALL OUR PRICES.
DISCRIMINATELY SELECTED ASSORTMENTS AT FIGURES IN KEEPING WITH THE SMALL-PROFI- T
EMBROIDERIES, LACES AND TRIMMINGS
WASH GOODS AND WHITE GOODS ALL BRAND NEW.
We are prepared to show a remarkable assortment of new embroideries, ranging In price from 5 cents to $7.50
India Llnons Made from the finest long thread Egyptian yarn, for hard service and durability Complete' line
per yard, wuh all the prices between these extremes; insertions, edgings, baby widths, medium widths and skirt
10c, 12c, 15c, 18c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 40c and 50c.
and best values obtainable, per yard, 72c, 8
widths; beautiful styles for trimming waists, and showy elaborate effects for flounces, skirts and ruffles, in
si rolls,' vines, medallions, crescents, flowers, dots and a score of other artistic Ideas.
DIMITIES.
MATCHED SETS OF EMBROIDERIES
Fine, exclusive patterns, in narrow stripes and small checks, sheer qualities, excellent for children's and inWe show an Immense variety of these handsome goods In cambric. Swiss and Nainsook, three and four widths
of edges, with insertion to match. Per yard, 25c, 35c, 50c, 60c, 75c, 90c, $1, $1.25 and $1.50.
fants' dresses. Sale price per yard, 10c, 120, 15e, 20c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
INSERTIONS
PARIS LAWNS, 8WISS CIFFONS, WASH ORGANDY
A most alluring gathering of beautiful styles and qualities.
BEADINGS
Promise to again be the loading white goods. Nothing in the white goods line ever gained such popularity as
From the narrow effects for No. 1 ribbons to the widest and most elaborate patterns. Price per yard, 5c, 10c, 15
these beautiful, rich, sheer and delicately textured cloth3. Per yard, 35c, 50c, C5c, 75c, 90c, $1 and $1.25.
c, 25c, 35c, 50c and 75c.
DOTTED SWISSES
GALLOONS AND SERPENTINE INSERTIONS
Large range of patterns in white Ecru and Linen colors
A large assortment of patterns and qualities In all sized dots, sprays, woven figures, etc., per yard 25c, 35c,
Price per yd. 10c, 25c, 75c, $1, $1.50, $2, $3.
FRENCH REVERINGS
50c, 65c and 75c.
In White, Ecru and Linen colors,
SOFT FINISH LONG CLOTHS
FRENCH TONCHON LACES
Especia suitable for undermuslins, twelve yard pieces; price per piece, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2, $2 50 and $3.
In matched sets of edges and insertions. Per yard, 5c, 8c, 10c, 2lc, 15c, 25c and 35c.
VALENCIENNES EDGES, INSERTIONS AND BEADINGS
MERCERIZED FANCIES
Exhibited In exhaustive variety, all bearing prices which represent unusual values. Per dozen yards, 15c, 20c,
For women's waists and children's dresses; beautiful patterns and qualities, her yard, 35c, 50c, 65c and 75c.
25c, 50c, 75c and $1.
POINT DE PARIS AND PLATT VALENCIENNES LACES
WHITE CHEVIOT, PIQUES AND DUCK
All the new designs for spring, in edges, insertions, to match. Per yard, 10c, 15c, 25c, 35c, 40c and 50c.
For shirt waists; also for women's and children's spring gowns; good weight, washes lUe linen, in large asLACES
FINE
' .;
L
!i
sortment. Per yard, 15c, 20c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
For trimming street or evening gowns in Venise and Irish crochet, galloons and Insertions; white, butter and
;
"
".
ecru color, rich and handsome. Patterns per yard, from 25 cents to $3.
WHITE NAINSOOKS
DRESS TRIMMINGS
10c, 12'2 and 15c per yard.
Apron checks and stripes; a large range of patterns. Sale price, 5c, 7l'2e, 8
A wealth of new Ideas in Persian, applique, Jet, spangle, silk, steel, silver, gold and taffeta passementeries sad
garnitures
for all occasions. These have just been received and you are Invited to inspect same.
SPECIAL
AT
PRICES
RAGLANS
SILK
AND
SILK
ETONS
OF
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMI8T
THE ECONOMIST

j

1

,.
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KINGMAN.

Mines and Minerals
The Arizona Copper company of Arizona has paid, to date, $2,969,025 in
dividends.
The gold production of Cripple Cfeck
district. Colorado, for February, 1902.
is reported at $1,853,437.
The Storm Cloud group of mines,
owned by Fred Williams, which is situated near Prppcott. has been sold to
Chicago capitalists for $10,000.
H. H. Warner, who made a failure
of one of the best mining properties
in Arizona, is the president of a
basket machine company In the
east.
Three hundred men quit work at the
mine of the Congress Gold company
last week as the result of the effort of
the company to break up the Miners'
union.
The gold production of the hydraulic
mines in southern Oregon for the sea,
son
is estimated at $1,000,000,
with a good probability of its being
greater.
The Chihuahua Enterprise states
that thf Compania Fundadora de Pierre y Acero of Monterey has absorbed
several fine manganese properties in
El Valle district, near Parral. and has
begun extensive development.
The Globe Silver Belt reports that
it has been decided to erect a smelter
at the Troy mines. The order for it
has been given, and its delivery is
promised for April 1. It is expected
to have it in operation May 1 next.
The Mohave County miner understands that Jeff Lane was offered
for his Interest In the Pen Doran
mine, near the 'ireadwell, this week.
Considering that the mine has a shaft
only about ten feet deep, a cash offer
the property
of this amout for
is an indication of the great values
shown by the outcrop.
Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia,
owner of the Tehachlcup and Wall
Street mines at Eldorado canyon, passed through K'.ngnian, Arizona, early
last week and returned the other day,
having placed trie management of the
property in hands of a mining superintendent. The mines are among the
richest in the state of Nevada and
ought to be producing large quantities
of bullion.
The Minnesota and Arizona Mining
company has increased its capital
from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000. The company has for its object the purchase
of a group of mines in the Gold Basin
country of Arizona, upon which they
are at work at present. The company is composed of many reputable
citizens of Minneapolis and other towns
of Minnesota. Extensive work is
mapped out for this company on the
Gold Basin mines and the installation
of machinery will soon be made.
The two tunnels on the Leland vein,
in the San Francisco mining district,
near Kingman, Arizona, are now in
nearly 700 feet. One of the tunnels is
in over 500 feet and the other almost
200 feet from the adit. In the deep
tunnel an Immense ore body has been
cut and in the other the ore is widening put and shows big values. Steve
Beddell is in charge of the work and
is driving the tunnels in at a rapid
rate. This mine recently passed from
West and Bedell to Thomas Ewing for
a large sum.
Women love a clear, healthy complexion. Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
o
The Mines on Sunday.
Messrs. Schoonmaker and Bailey
went out to the Tecolote mining district yesterday and brought back a
few specimens of a specially high
grade. Accosted by friends today they
uncorked a few small cold bottles of
ffervescent enthusiasm. Bailey is reported to have a mine out there that
runs a little better than one hundred
per cent, but he did not bring it with
him. A great many people kept the
roads to the mining district hot all
day yesterday. The day was fine for
travelling and the beauty of the snowcapped mountains rising to meet the
eye on every hand added to the enthusiasm of the prospectors.
E. Z. Condit has developed Into a
full fledged mineral man. He came
in from his claim today with the rust
of ages on his tanned countenance
and shoes. Hev doesn't know as yet
whether he has a bonanza or not. This
afternoon he returned with fresh zeal
.and groceries. Las Vegas Optic.
0

1901-02-

$12,-60-

one-hal- f

0

which afterwards proved to be graphite, and this also carries gold. The men
came In town this week with samples
of their find and assays showed they
had some high grade gold rook. Mr.
Wright was In the Liberal office, telling about his find. He mentioned they
had camped In a canyon, and there
were two large buttes standing near.
The writer, remembering the story of
the Adams diggings, asked him if a
creek came down Into the canyon, and
he said there did. and they had found
free gold In It. Wright was then told
the story of the Adams diggings, which
he had never heard before, and he said
the description of the country fitted
Everything is
the location exactly.
there exactly as Adams described it.
except the big nuggets of gold, and
The party
they may be there too.
started back for their camp Tuesday,
and will proceed to thoroughly prospect ihe mouth of that creek, and if
Mr. Adams left any gold nuggets as
big as potatoes they will surely get
them.
For the Complexion.
The complexion always suffers from
biliousness or constipation. Unless the
bowels are kept open the Impurities
from the body appear in the form ot

unsightly eruptions. DeWitt's Little
Early Risers keep the liver and bowels
in healthy condition and remove the
cause of such troubles. C. E. Hooper,
Albany, Ga., says: "I took DeWitt's
Little Early Risers for biliousness.
They were Just what I needed. I am
feeling better now than in years."
Never gripe or distress. Safe thorough
and gentle. '1 he very best pills. J. H.
O Rielly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Ruppe's drug store open all night,
every night.
o

Chronic Diarrhoea.
of Fair Play,

Mr. C. B. Wingfleld,
Mo., who suffered from

chronic dysenyears, says Chamtery for thirty-fivberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy did him more good than any
other medicine he had ever used. For
sale ry all druggists.
e

o

FLAGSTAFF.
From the Gem.
J. W. Weatherford has been on the
sick list this week.
G. N. Baty left for Winslow. where
he will spend a few days looking after
business.
Mrs. S. E. Ainsworth, of Albuquerque, is visiting here with her sister,
Mrs. A. E. Frankforter.
Fred Bauer sold his cattle last week
to William Roden and has gone back
to his old home in Illinois to live.
Flagstaff Is the most important town
in Arizona in many respects, but it is
not the home of a territorial office holder. It will not always be thus.
Mrs. A. M. Hicks has the plans and
specifications drawn for a two story
house containing several rooms. The
building will be erected near her lodging house on the south side of the railroad track.
T. E. Pollock contemplates finishing
the Interior of the second story of his
brick block on Aspen avenue as soon
as the work can be done. It will be
partitioned into large rooms for offices
and when finished as designed they
will be the most elegant offices in the
town.
The regular meeting of the town
council was held and the following
election officers were appointed for
the regular April election, towlt: H. C.
H;bben, Frank Rodriguez and Daniel
Wallace, Judges; J. S. Antundsen, O. F.
Orthell, A. W. Jurden and J. H. Lind,

clerks.

GOLDEN BROWN.

The Color Sought in Coffee.
When a person has been shown that
a change in food or drink can make
and keep one well It is a thing not
likely to be forgotten.
Coffee is a "killer ' for many ueoole.
and, of course, when left off, the user
win probably regain a degree of health
without any outside help, but when
Postum Food Coffee is used the return
to health is much more rapid, for Pos
tum is a distinct and well defined
health builder with a delicious coffee
flavor and a beautiful deen brown color
that changes to golden brown when
cream is added.
A Chicago man. Peter G. Hoist, at
315 Englewood avenue, writes: "Head
ing in the paper the other dav some
thing aoout Postum Cereal, It awoke in
me a reminiscent vein.
HUNTING LOST MINE.
"About five years ago, when I was a
Party of Prospectors Think They Have miserable dyspeptic. I first heard of
Found Adams Mine.
Postum Cereal Coffee and put it to a
From His Lordsburg Liberal.
careful test.
The long lost and much hunted
"I had been afflicted, for years, with
Adams diggings have again twen found chronic dyspepsia and all the mediand this time it undoubtedly is the cines I had tried were in vain. One by
real thing.
The circumstances sur one I bad to leave them off and was
rounding the
shows it en in despair as to what I should do for
tirely genuine, it will be remembered relief.
My first taste of Postum was about
that in the seventies a man named
Adams with a companion, started from 10 o'clock one morning. I did not dare
They traveled to take cream with it for I knew what
Arizona prospecting.
eastward and finally at the mouth of a the result would be with my stomach
creek which flowed into a canyon they inai is, i mougnc l (lid, i nave since
found a wonderful deposit of placer learned that cream can be taken in
gold, with a little digging nuggets Postum even by bad dyspeptics, but I
were taken out like digging potatoes had my first taste with only hot water
Adams and his companion were stam in it and a little sugar. The second
peded I'y the Indians, the companion cup followed the firbt and a third lot
was killed and alter many days Adams lowed the second. I took by departure
reached a settlement, where be told munching some of the dry grains of
his wonderful story of the rich deposit Postum as I was determined to Investiat the mouth of this creek. The only gate its effects thoroughly.
landmarks he had were two large
"That :uy I had no dinner and ex
Many parties pirienced no distressing sensations
buttes standing near.
gone
hunting
lost
out
bave
for these
on the contrary ft It as though my an
Adams diggings, but never were able petite had been appeased.
poor
man,
a
to find them. Adams died
"The next day 1 begun to use Pos
never finding his own. nor making an turn regularly and before the first
other stake. A couple of weeks ago package had been entirely used I dis
a party of men, consisting of E. F. covered the niosi encouraging symp
Heath, H. Wright. P. A. Endicott. A. D. toms. The dyspepsia and htadaches
Stout and E. L. Truitt. none of whom which I had been subject to daily, en
had ever beard of Adams and his lost tirely disappeared, also the distressing
diggings, started out from lxirdsburg vomiting spells. The bowels improved
to go to Scarborough's ranch in the steadily and regularly.
"1 ate cautiously but was sustained
Burros, near which, they bad heard,
was some placer ground. They drove by tlm Postum Coffee. Alter the first
north into the Burros, lost their road, package 1 tried It with milk, then with
and never got to Scarliorough's. Now, cream, without experiencing the least
any one acquainted with the history of Inconvenience.
Of course I was de
mining knows, there is no better way lighted and the future looked bright
to find a bonanza than to get lost. They From that first experience up to date
made camp, nearly froze to death that my health has been splendid. I have
night, and the next morning found Increased in weight from 139 to 187
some float. They prospected up a can- ponuds, and can digest anything I de
yon which is not tar from Malone. and sire. I can say honestly and cheerfully
there found a quartz ledge, and in it that I would recommend Postum to
free gold, and what U more peculiar. any one suffering the tortures of dys
along one side of it a black substance, pepsla."

From the Miner.
Martin Jeniinez, one of the old timers of this county, died at a hospital
In
Angeles. The old man had been
In poor health for some time and
through the kindness of Sheriff Lovln
was enabled to go to the hospital. He
owned considerable mining property In
this county, but was unable to work
any of It for several years. He was one
of the most kindly of men and his
many friends will regret his demise.
Last Monday trie stockholders of the
Kingman Ice. illuminating and Water
company met in the town of Kingman
and elected the following officers for
the ensuing year: W. H. Taggert, O. D.
and Greely Clack. A. Ven Mehr and H.
H. Watkins. Immediately after the
adjournment of the stockholders the
board of directors met and elected the
following officers for the ensuing year:
W. II. Taggert, president; O. D. Clack,
vice president; H. H. Watkins, treas-eren- ;
A. Ven Mehr. secretary and general manager. The property of the
company has been leased to the W. H.
Taggart Mercantile company for the
ensuing year. The plant is on a pay
ing basis and under the present management is one of the best business

LOOKING BACK

J.

To the time when she was plucked fro
the very rasp of death, the natural it,
pulse or the womanly heart it thankfulness for the means which saved her.
mnu

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED

a ucsirc to nelp

other women in like
case. Those are the

motives which

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

prompted Mrs. Eva
Burnett to write the
accompanying testimonial to the curative
power of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription.
This is only one cure
out of thousands. No
one would dare say

that the average
woman

was not

1888.)

as

truthful as she is

good.

And it is the
truthful testimony of
the average woman
that " Favorite

ABSTRACT8

OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESPROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

cures
womanly diseases
when all other
means and medicines absolutely
fail. It establishes regularity.
dries the drains which weaken women,
beals inflammation and ulceration and
cures female weakness. It tranquilizer
the nerves, restores the appetite and
induces refreshing sleep.

TATE AND

ventures In the country.
J. J. and Lores Tobin were arrested
at Chloride on a charge of adultery,
under the Edmunds act. Mrs. Tobln
was too ill to be brought into Kingman, but Tobin was brought over and
" I have Intended for some time to write lo
had a preliminary hearing before Unit- you."
nays Mrs. Evs Burnett, of Russellville, Loed States Commissioner Blakelv and gan Co.,
Ky., "and (five a testimonial in regard to
was bound over to the United States what your medirine has done for me. My baby
1K89, and I had congestive chills,
in
rame
grand jury in bonds of $400, with Kean and lay atJuly,
death's door for ten long weeks. I
St. Charles and John P. Feeny as his was in a dreadful
condition and had si of the
After everything had
sureties. It appears that Tobln de best doctors of theI city. been
given up to die I
had
and
been
serted a wife in San Francisco about asked done
my husband to get me a bottle of Or.
six years ago and has been consorting I'ierce's Favorite prescription. He had no faith
two
with the woman he represents as his in It, hut he got It, and when I had taken itroom
weeks I was able to walk to the dining
wife. The woman is paid to claim that to
my meals, and bv the time I had taken three
she was married to Tobin a few years bottles I was able to cook for my family of four.
praise Dr. Pierce and his medicine
ago by contract. The man appears to I can never
"
be up against it in rather hard shape, enough
Dr Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure bilias he is now on bonds awaiting the acousness.
tion of the grand jury for an assau.t to
murder George N. Conard.
songs and watching the lerpslchorean
Having a Run on Chamberlain's Cough feats of the dance hall artists.
Hemeay.
It is a "wide open" town as are all
Between the hours of eleven o'clock of the frontier towns of this western
a. m. and closing time at night on Jan- country.
Gambling is the principal
uary 25, 1901, A. P. Clark, druggist. amusement and occupation of the idle
Glade Springs. Va., sold twelve bottles portion of the population of the town
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. He and the cowboys.
says, "I never handled a medicine
The people of the little city have
sold better or gave better satisfaction great hopes of it becoming a large busto my customers." This remedy has iness center at some future time and It
een in general use In Virginia for is certain that the town has bright
many years, and the people there are prospects.
well acquainted with its excellent qual
ities. Many of them have testified to
Lockjaw From Cobweb3.
the remarkable cures which it has ef
Cobwebs put on a cut lately gave a
fected. When you need a good, re woman lockjaw. Millions know that
liable medicine for a cough or cold, or the beat thing to put on a cut Is
s
attack of the grip, use Chamberlain's
Arnica Salve, the infallible healer
Cough Remedy and you are certain to of wounds, ulcers, sores, skin erup;e more than pleased with the quick tions, burns, scalds and plies. It cures
cure which it affords. For sale by all or no pay. Only 25c at all druggists,
druggists.
o
Notice to Housekeepers.
We employ both processes of cleanWINSLOW.
ing carpets. The steam power method
From the Mail.
of thoroughly removing all dirt and
The barber shop of J. Drumm has the scouring on the floor method which
been newly papered and an aceytelene rejuvenates old carpets. If you conplant put In.
template having your carpets cleaned
There will be special services at the or scoured and do not know which
Methodist Episcopal church for the method is the best for your particular
next two weeks. Tho pastor will be carpets, secure my conscientious and
assisted by Rev. Harcourt W. Peck, D. expert advice which I will freely and
D., of Prescott, Arizona, who has been frankly give. As my knowledge and
a successful revivalist in many places, long experience in all branches of the
and Is an earnest and fascinating carpet business makes it of great
preacher.
value. All work positively guaranteed.
Hon. Will Cumback, of Indiana, de
ALLEN W. MOORE,
livered a humorous lecture on the Steam Carpet Cleaning Works, 510
Model Husband" to a fair audience
North Third street. Automatic teleat the opera bouse last Friday night.
phone 691.
He failed to portray the beau ideal of
a model husband, full of manhood and
BIG ASSORTMENT OF LA- - O
vigor, but instead put up the fellow O
who gave his wife all the money she O DIES' WALKING SKIRTS JUST O
ALL SIZES; THE O
needed and never asked any ques- O RECEIVED;
tions.
0 PRICES RANGE FROM $1.50 to O
a
$12.00.
G. R. Bauerback opened his new Par
B. ILFELD & CO.
0
lor saloon last Saturday night, and al- 0
though many had imagined the appearance of the new retreat, the beauty of
Gentlemen: We guarantee a perfect
the place surpassed the most sanguine
picture. The celling and walls of the fit, workmanship and quality the best.
place are beautifully decorated with Our prices do the selling. Nettleton
scroll work, and the bar with fixtures Tailoring agency.
which cost some where near $5,000 is
of great beauty.

MINING.

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

oeooooxxooo otooooocotKx.
BACHECHI

&

GIOMI

DISTRIBUTERS
V

Lemp's
St. Louis Beer
WE ARE THE DISTRIBUTERS OF THE CELEBRATED BEER
PRODUCED BY THE WILLIAM J. LEMP BREWING COMPANY,
AND INVITE THE TRADE TO AFFORD US AN OPPORTUNITY TO
SHOW PRICES AND QUALITY IN COMPETITION
WITH ANY
OTHER BRAND IN THE MARKET.

Buck-len'-

BACHECHI

GIOMI

&

FIRST STREET.

109 SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. .V.

j

RUPPE,

R.

PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

0000000000 000000000

TUCUMCARI

A

THE GREAT

NORTHWEST

BUSY TOWN.

Takes Name From Mountain of Same
Name.

From Topeka Journal.
The town of Tucumcarl derived its
name from the mountain of that name
that forms the setting in the back
ground against which the town is seen
by the passengers who pass through
the place on the train.
Mt. Tucumcarl Is a peculiarly shaped
peak standing clear and distinct, quite
alone and . separate from the other
mountains of the series. Mt. Tucumcarl is not wonderful because of Its
height, for it is not a tall peak, but its
distinction comes from the fact that it
stands alone and the formation of the
peak Is so evenly regular. It Is almost perfectly round, and the sides
form a gradual slope until they nearly
reach the top. where a plateau seems
to be surmounted by another mountain
peak of nearly the same shape as the
base. The second peak has the Bame
clear and regular features as the bottom part. The top of the peak is perfectly level and embraces an area of
perhaps seven acres. The top is stud
ded with pine trees and other timber.
The mountain peak can be clearly
seen from the trains.
The town is a thriving little place of
from four to five hundred population.
It Is the supply center now for the vast
Bheep and cattle country surounding
the town. The railroad Invading that
section has done away with the necessity of freighting goods and provisions
across country, and already a large
wholesale house Is doing a lucrative
business. A lumber yard, hotel, and a
large wholesale and retail outfitting
store and wool storage warehouse, to
gether with the many saloons and few

Presents unusual attractions to the homeseek-e- r.
It posesses the iron and lumber of Michigan, the wheat of Minnesota, the wool of
Ohio, the fisheries of New England, and a'sea-boar- d
rivaling the Atlantic coast.
$25, Denver to Portland, Tacoma and
Seattle every day in March and April. Low
rates to hundreds of other points. Folder on
request.

EXCELLENT COOKING IS
NOT DIFFICUi-- T
if you provide first class materials
with which to work.
EMPRESS FLOUR
is the first essential to good cooking
and a trial will convince you. A mod
ern mill, a modern miller and the pick
of the wheat make this flour the best
thnt can be produced.
FOR SALE BY ALL GOOD GROC
ERS.

Pure Blood
We wish you would ask
your doctor what makes you
so nervous, why you are so
easily tired, and what makes
your digestion so weak. See
if he doesn't say, "Impure
blood." He will probably
speak about Ayer's Sarsapa-rill-

little stores comprise the business sec.
t'on of the town. It Is a noticeable fact
that although Tucumcart Is a younger
city than several other towns along
the line and that it is regarded as the
toughest town along the line. It has
more painted surface in evidence in
proportion to its size than any of the
a,
otner rrontier towns.
too.
The residence portion of the city is
scattered. The houses are not built
two years I suffered greatly
"For
near each other and the entire town from dyspepsia
and depression of
site probably covers an area of about spirits. I then tried
Ayer's Sarsapi-rillthirty acres.
The town has any number of saloons man." and in one week I was a new
and a concert hail where each evening
John McDonald, Philadelphia, Pa.
the cowboys ride in from the plain and
All niulK.
J. C AVER CO.. Uwtl, Nasi.
ft.
w
drink and smoke hile listening to the

a,

i

iBullnpn

!

(

En
'

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G

DENVER.

i

i

Wm. Glaesner,

Tailor.
Automatic 'phone 574.
2161

South Second Street.
Alhuqnerqne.

V

Mex.

WHEN IN SAN MARCIAL
STOP AT

The Wigwam Saloon
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
IN TOWN

Helm

&

W. VALLERY, General Agent,

Story, Props.

(Homestead Entry No. 6792.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., March

Of-

3,

1902.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler hns filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof la
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque. N. M.. on April 10. 19u2. viz: Mira-mo- n
Lucero y Garcia, for the SV.
NW4. NVa SW4. sec. 35, T. 9 N.. R. tj
E.
I
He names the folowlng witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Santiago Garcia y Velasquez, Andres Lebarlo, Manuel Gutierrez y Garcia, Juan Jxbato, all of Escobosa. N.

WE WILL CONTINUE OUR SALE M.
OF CORSETS FOR ANOTHER WEEK
ROSENWALD BROS.

1

MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
MONUMENTS.

Investments in Deming lots will
All kinds of stone and .liable work.
doubls and treble In one year.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard coro
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
Subscribe (or The Dally Citizen
H. Q. MAURINO.
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Railroad Topics

to spring up, and leap beyond the
lion s reach. At almost the same InMILWAUKEE PEOPLE i
stant they fired, and both bullets did
eadly work. Their aim was true, and
It, A
Mr. Lion bit the dust. The skin, which Could Hardly Believe
they are keeping as a trophy, and will
Prominent Woman SriTedFrom
bring here to be mounted, measures
Death bv Lydia E. rinkham's
seven feet In length. El Paso Herald.
Tege table Corr pound.

'

what you
Eat

of $50 and the costs of prosecution. A
Could Not Breathe.
motion for an appeal to the territorial
Dxa.b Mas. Pisruam : I suppose
supreme court was made, but it is un
Coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis, larpe number of
people who read of
derstood that Archuleta, who is also other throat and lung trouble are my
remarkable cure will hardly believe
Indicted for perjury, will pay the fine quickly cured by One Minute Cough
You need all kinds of food to maintain the body. Curtail this variety
and that the appeal will not be per Cure. One Minute Cough Cure is not it had I not experienced it myself, I
and some organ is underfed. It is for this reason thatadietisinjurious.
not.
know
should
I
that
fected. His appeal bond was set at
If you cannot digest good food your stomach is out of order and needs
mere expectorant, which gives only
1
$1,000.
rest. You cannot go without food for that would mean starvation.
temporary relief. It softens and liquiKodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest what you eat without the stomach's aid.
fies the mucous, draws out the inflam
For Over Sixty Year.
cause
Take
of
removes
the
the
it and you can rest your stomach without interrupting digestion.
and
mation
An old and well tried remedy.
own remedy. Never fails. Anderson Rlggs, Sunny Lane,
is
Absolutely
once.
Acts
at
nature's
safe.
It
disease.
Mrs. Wlnslow'a Soothing Syrup has
says:
was troubled with indigestion ten years and tried many
"1
Cough
Tex.,
will
do
all
Cure
Minute
One
been used for over sixty years by
says
things
much money until 1 tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I am
of
and
Justice
spent
it."
for
Is
claimed
that
millions of mothers for their children
local shops.
Crosby.
better
now
feeling
Miss.
Hood,
Q.
than in five yearsand more like aboy than in twenty."
J.
Peace
the
teething with perfect success. My
J. E. Saint, secretary of the Albu- while
wife could not get her breath and
gums,
child,
the
soften
the
It
soothes
querque Eastern and Santa Fe Central allays
relieved bv the first dose. It has
all pain, cures wind colic, and was
railroads, was in El Paso the past few Is
4 times the SOC. site.
Prepared by E. C. PetVItt A Co.. Chlcngo. Th It. bottle contain
een a benefit to all my tamiiy. J. H.
Is
remedy
for
diarrhoea.
best
the
& Co.
days on business.
When you need a soothing and healing application for piles, sores and sklo
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug- O'Rielly & Co.; B. oH. Brlggs
diseases, use De WITTS Witch Hazel SALVE. Beware of counterfeit,
On Monday work commenced on the gists In every part of the world.
Indian School Children.
first thirteen miles of the El Paso & Twenty-flvcents a bottle. Its value
359,
the
With a total enrollment of
J. II. O'RIELLY & CO.. AND B. H. BR1GG8 & CO.
Southwestern out of El Paso and will Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Fe school has 46 quarter blood.
be pushed to completion.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and Santa
three-quarter
blood and
8 half blood. 6
he No. 2 passenger train rolled in take no other kind.
60 full blood Indian pupils, or 72.4 per
o
from the west on time this morning,
This is a splendid
Acker' Blood Elixer positively cure cent of full bloods.
the freight wreck near Peach Springs
large
probably no
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu showing, and school can other
having been cleared away.
come up to
a
all
matchAt
affections.
lous
times
MRS. SADIE E. KOCH.
though Phoenix is a close second.
The Santa Fe Railway company has
system tonic purifier. Money re- it.
for months with
I suffered
naving
is
Superintendent
leased from Catalino Lobato, ot Lamy, less
Crandau
50c
funded If you are not satisfied.
good success in enrolling full blood troubles peculiar to women which
the ground for three years, upon which and
$1.
Pueblos and many from puenics noi gradually broke down my health and
its stockyards at Twitchell are locatCHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.
my very life. I wss nearly insane
reached Native American.
ed.
hitherto
OLD SOLDIERS.
with, pain at times, and no human
The gross earnings of thirty-seveWould Smash the Club.'
kill I consulted in Milwaukee could
roads for the first week in March were They Will Meet in This City on April
As
Hay
Fever
bring me relief.
If members of the
10 and 11.
16,960,163, against $6,787,659 for the
King
a
New
use Dr.
" Mt attention wns called to i,Tlllrt
The Territorial Grand Army will sociation" would
first week of Marca, 1901, an increase
for consumption, the club E. Pinklinm's Vegetable Comhold Its encampment In this city on Discovery
cures
go to pieces, for it always
pound ; the tirst bottle broupht reThursday and Friday, April 10 and 11. wouldmalady
creases and eighteen decreases.
kind lief, and the second hottlo an absolute
the
asthma,
and
this
John R.
Donicio Guzman, a Mexican laborer, The department commander,
the doctors it wholly cure. I could not believe it myself,
McFle. has Just issued the following that baffles
of and felt sure it was only temporary,
was killed while walking the railroad orders:
drives from the system. Thousands
s
sufferers from consump but blessed fact, 1 have now been well
track about twenty miles from Las
encampment
annual
nineteenth
The
Cruces, at Chapel switch. The wind of this department will be held in Al- tion, pneumonia, bronchitis owe tneir for a year, enjoy the lest of health,
was blowing very hard and Guzman buquerque, N. M., Thursday and Fri lives and health to it.
it conquers and cannot in woras express my grni-ltudSincerely yours, Sadik E. Koch,
saves little ones from croup and
did not hear the approaching train.
day, April 10 and li, 1902, at the post grip,
is.w $5000
and is positively guar- 124 10th St.. Milwaukee,
-The Topeka State Journal an hall of U. K. warren Post No. 5. where whooping cough
and lung troubles. forftit If atxwt Uttlmonlal 1$ wot gtnuin.
nounces that Milton Player, master department headquarters will be estab anteed for all throatbottles
ir-testimony
Such
at ai.
nnauestlonable
$1.00. Trial
mechanic of the eastern Division of the lished at that time. The council of ad 60c,
proves the power of Lydla E. link-ham- 's
Santa Fe. has resigned. He is a son ministration will meet at 19 a. m., Ap- druggists.
o
Vegetable Compound over
of John Player, who, up to a few weeks ril 10, and the encampment will con
Big Hosiery Offer.
diseases of women.
ago, was the superintendent of machin- vene at 2 p. m. of the same day.
100 dozen 15 cent hose, four pair for
Women
reinemler that
ery for the entire Santa Fe system.
The post commander of G. K. War 25 cents; colors, black and tan; guar- they are should
to consult
privileged
ofone
comrade for
The Railway Age says the contract ren post will detail
anteed fast.
Lynn,
Mass,
Plnkham,
at
Mrs.
for the construction of the Iowa & St. ficer of the day. one for officer of the
50 dozen black lisle 25 cent hose.
about tbelr illness, entirely free.
Louis railway from Elmer, Mo., on the guard and two for general duty, each three pair for 50 cents.
.
la-i- t.
r
Santa Fe, to a construction with the of whom will report to the assistant
100 dozen fancy lisle and cotton nose
Iowa Central, near Centerville, Iowa, adjutant general at the post hall at 10 worth 35, 40 and 50 cents at 25 cents a
and the Chicago & Northwestern near a. m. on April 10. A camp Are will pair.
Buxton, Iowa, was let In Chicago Sat- be held on the evening of April 10
Sl.MU.N S1KKW,
urday to William Keneflck. of Kansas necessary arrangements for which will
The Railroad Aven,ue Clothier,
The Largest and Best Flour Mill In New Mexico. Flour and bran In car
City. The contract calls for the com- be made by G. K. Warren post and the
Lot a Specialty.
Demlng will be the great smelter
pletion of the line not later than Aug- Woman's Relief Corps of Albuquerque
Department officers and others on center. Two large plants will be inust 1. This is an important coal road,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
being built by the
the staff of the department commander stalled within the year.
interests througa their extensive will Bend to the assistant adjutant
Piumomg.
coal properties in northern Missouri general full reports of their proceed
We have added a plumbing depart
Ings during the year, at as early a date
and southern lowa.
510 NORTH THIRD STREET.
The Denver Republican says: The as possible and before the meeting of ment and tin shop to our business,
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
When you have anything in this line
grievance committee from the Order of the council of administration.
Automatic 'Phone 591.
Also the namea of comrades who to be done see us about it. before plac
Railway Conductors and the BrotherBEARRUP BROS. & CO.
hood of Railway Trainmen, concluded have ueen selected as delegates to the lng your order. Albuquerque Hard- Carpets thoroughly cleaned and steam
encampment.
&
w,.n
Rio
meeting
tne
their
Lenver
ware company.
ed. The only sanitary way to have
Grande officials last night. 1 ne com
QUEEN VICTORIA'S HAIR.
you
during
were
Demlng! Have
in session
the
been there? If your carpets cleaned. Carpets altered.
mittees
you
get
for the big sewed and laid; feathers renovated
there
not.
forenoon with Manager J H. Herbert It
should
A
Age,
Ha
Her
Profusion,
at
on the 17th of this month. and steamed; mattressCs renovated
and in the afternoon with Superintendof
lots
sale
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ways Been a Wonder.
and remade.
o
ent Martin. The employes of the road
years
80
Queen
old,
proof
Victoria
Over
that the adver
As irrefutable
had no important grievances to. prewhich for tisements and statements of this store CARPETS AND RUGS CLEANED
sent to the officials and the meeting yet had luxuriant hair.
WEDOCUSTOMiTANNlNO OP
hollpvprl
physl
arc.
and lived nn to. we noint
was without incident. A few technical years was a marvel. The court
FLOOR.
ON
THE
SCOURED
AND
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
matters were amicably adjusted and clan, following Prof. Unna's disoov with pride to our phenomenal Increase
If you want your old carpets and
there was no controversy over any of ery. treated her majesty's scalp with in business. Futrelle Furniture com
First-clas- s
rugs to look new give us a trial, as
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
the points at issue. The question of the a germ destroying preparation, whi:-- pany.
our work In this line Is unexcelled. All
length of time that freight and passen- he has always kept secret. It Is now
Please write us for prices.
See the newest in ladies' neckwear work done by competent and experger crews should be employed without known, however, that the remedy for
a
ienced hands.
being paid for overtime wns brought dandruff, the germ destroying element, at The Economist, o
up and settled. A sliding scale was is embodied In Newbros Herpicide
To those wishing to do their own
avenue
Railroad
Stern,
Simon
the
agreed upon regulating the pay for the only hair preparation on the mar clothier, for everything in the men's scouring we will sell our Superior Carpet Scouring Preparation in any quano the different ket that does destroy the dandruff
overtime acording
germ. Without dandruff hair will clothing and furnlBh'.ng goods line, tity at 45 cents a gallon. Trial quarts,
classes of work uone.
prices
assortment,
Biggest
lowest
grow profusely and falling hair will oe
two for 25 cents, delivered.
A Wretched Millionaire.
stopped. "Destroy the cause, you rj money back if dissatisfied.
Phone and postal orders received.
The story is told of the owner of sev- move the effect.
all
at
the
times
find
will
You
here
PROMPT ATTENTION.
o
eral railroads who was unable to buy
greatest bargains In furniture, the low
American Mine Sold.
agony
relief from the nerve-twistinQUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
est prices and the beat efforts to
The American Gold Mining company please.
of neuralgia. It is an unlikely tale.
company.
Furniture
Futrelle
The sick man must have known that has bought the American mine at NoSTEVE LALLINSi, Prop.
Perry Davis' Painkiller would help him gal. The first payment on the property
$t CORSETS FOR 50 CENTS.
at once, as it has helped so many has been mado this week, and work i
25 CENTS
FOR
50
CENT
CORSETS
We handle the finest line of Liquor
thousands of sufferers in the past six- to begin Immediately. This sale wa
REMEMBER ONLY ONE WEEK and Cigar. All patrons and friend
ty years. There is but one Painkiller, made through John M. Rice, who is MORE.
cordially invited to visit the Iceberg,
general manager of the American Gold
Perry Davis'.
ROSENWALD BROS.
109-11Mining company. This mine has pro
o
South Second street.
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
A wheelman's tool bag isn't complete duced some very rich ore and has
Store.
Eclec-tric
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
with out a bottle of Dr. Thomas'
mill within
well equipped
Our store and our stock are strictly Jail for Republican Primaries and
Oil.
Heals cuts, bruises, stings, few yards of the working shaft. With up to date and if In search of anything
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigar
sprains. Monarch over pain.
Primaries of the republican party of
the beginning of work on this property worn by man or boy It will pay you to
the City of Albuquerque are hereby
the Nogal vicinity must necessarily see us before purchasing.
Lyon Elected.
iKjom. White Oaks Eagle.
called for March 19, at 7:30 p. m., in
STERN.
SIMON
18.
When the
Washington. March
the several wards for the purpose of
Clothier,
Avenue
Railroad
The
house met today, Frank B. Lyon, of
selecting fifteen delegates from each
Practically Starving.
Cuba, N. Y., was elected doorkeeper to
"After using a few bottles of Kodol
Albuquerque Planing Mill com ward to attend a city republican con
The
succeed the late W. J. Glenn.
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received per pany have received a nice line of five vention to be held in Grant hall. West j
t
feet and permanent relief from a se- and
grilles. They are also pre Railroad avenue, March 22, at 8 p. m.
Surgeon's Knife Not Needed.
case of stomach pared to do all kinds of nice cabinet
Calls attention to the fact that:
The primaries will be held in the fol
chronic
vere
and
Surgery Is no longer necessary to trouble." says J. R. Holly, real estate and Joiners' work at the mill on South lowing places:
It Is the only Standard Guage Route from tho United States fron-f- c
g
DeWitts Witch Hazel Insurance and loan agent, of Macomb First street.
cure Piles.
Ward 1 At City hall, to be called to
tier to Mexico City.
Salve cures such cases at once, remov 111. "Before using Kodol Dyspepsl
order by D. J. Rankin.
It Is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
ing the necessity for dai.gerous, pain- Cure she could not eat an ordinary
SEEDS.
Ward 2 At oillce of Charles Chad- ful and expensive operations. For meal without intense suffering. She is
At David A. Bittner'a, West Railroad wlek & Co., to be called to order by
conveniences
the
and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing V
scalds, cuts, burns, wounds, bruises, now entirely cured. Several physicians avenue, can be found a full line of first John Munn.
Rojin
by Plntsch Gas.
lighted
Sleepers,
sores and skin diseases it is une and many remedies had failed to glv class garden Beds, alfalfa seed, onion
Ward 3 At office of Justice Ril.ble
It Is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
qualled. Beware of counterfeits. J. H relief." You don't have to diet. Eat sets, seed oats, black or white, and of 321 South Second street, to be called
O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Brings & Co.
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
any good food you want, but don varieties best .adapted to this vicinity, to order by C. K. Newcomer.
o
o
Ward 4 At Grant ball. West Rail
Kodol Dyspep
stomach.
the
overload
It is the only line by which you can travel withou change from
Cabinet Meeting.
In Mexican drawn work we are road avenue, to be called to order by
sia Cure will slways digest it for you showing
Mo., to Mexico City.
Louis,
St.
Washington, March 18. The cabinet J.
big
assortment.
Albert
a
Co,
&
A. J. Crawford.
H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs
today discussed the cession of the
of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
avenue.
The
lines
305
Railroad
Faber,
THOS. HUGHES, Chairman.
o
Danish West Indies to the United
million inJOHN II. ST1NGLK. Secretary,
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thl.-teeFROM LION.
SAVED
Hot Ta males Every Night.
States.
o
contiguous
to
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t
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Powders for Chiiuren. They are harmless
beyond reach, eniirely oblivious of
.
PilfLtitr,
as milk, pleasant to take and never fail. A just
8rfcrj alio of Black 6 Tan, Anhur-StndrdAutomatic Telephone 174.
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WEST
by
All ordrra proiupllr ailed
orders and remove worms. At all druir-frtst- s
They shouted to him In unison, and
Demlng, the seat of the new county
A.BUQUlRQUE, N. M.
25c.
Sample sent free. Address Al- he
of Luna.
heard just in time to see the danger, CHAS. W. KUNZ, WHOLESALE DEALER, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
len S. Olmstead, LeRoy, X. Y.

The Record is urging Lag Vegas to
secure the Choctaw road.
The superintendent of the car department of the Santa Fe, T. M. Rams-delis In the city from Topeka.
V. ii. Mudge, of
the engineering
corps of the Santa Fe, is in the city today on business connected with his
duties.
Superintendent Oazin and men are
at work putting in the switch board for
the new electric power plant at the
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Allen W. Moore
Steam Carpet
Cleaning Works
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Wool Pullers and Tanners,
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ZEIGER CAFE

g

The ICEBERG

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

1

ten-stam- p

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

six-foo-

n

BudWetser

is King

two-third-

of bottled beers,

s

1

because of its uniform excellence.
Brewed from the best
and imported Hops and "lagered"
(stored for maturing) until just
ripe and most Wholesome.

Anheuser-Busc-

Brewing Ass'n

101,-208-

J. A. SKINNER
Do-.Je-

Staple and
Fancy Groceries

B. A. SLEYSTER,
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Lot

Wisbrun, tne butcher at Bcrnallllo, is In the city today.
Ed. F. CoddlngtoA left for Santa Fe
this morning, on a visit to friends.
Ellis Williams and W. A. Kramer.
the popular town marshal and assistant town marshal of Gallup, are here
today on district court matters.
Walter Young, who was employed at
Albemarle, up in the Cochitl district,
was here yesterday. He will seek a
position In some of the Arizona mining
M.

Ladies' Shoes
For Spring
THE SWELLEST SHOE

YOU EVER

SOLD FOR LESS THAN ..3.00.
STYLISH SHAPE, TIPS AND EDGES.
'
AND LIGHT TURN
EXTENSION
SOLES, MILITARY AND OPERA
HEELS. NO WRINKLES IN THE
LININGS. NO ROUGH SEAMS. NO
KNOTS OR WAX THREADS TO
WEAR OUT THE HOSE. LET US
SHOW THEM TO YOU.
SAYv

$2.50
THERE'S

A RELISH

to our sauces and canned goods that
you seldom find In others, for they
represent the pick of the market and
the cream of the manufacturers stock.
We choose only the freshest and best
to replenish our stock of pure foods,
and anything procured from our stork
will contain bot-- . appetizing delicious-nes- s
and thorough satisfaction.

J. L. BELL & CO.

CWWtlCMT

Nos. 118 and lzO South Second

Rich's Famous

The

Elastic

"JULIA MARLOWE"

Instep

Shoes and Oxfords.
Spring and Summer
Just Opened.

Makes

Styles

You
miumm

For sale only by

V

X

Elastic
In

Step

T. MUENSTERMAN.

CITY NEWS.
Deming, the gateway to the best
Vart of Old Mexico.
Window shades In all colors and

widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Deming, thS railroad center of New
Mexico.

St

.

Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
We have a nice assortment of stoves
and tinware and do all kinds of work
in tin, etc. Wm. Gibus, 212 Gold avenue.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE
OP RIO GRANDE" FLOUR FROM
FLOUR IS
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S BEST.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
Spring
clothier, for Hanan shoes.
line now in.
Just received a new assortment of
babies' soft soled shoes and three strap
.sandals in red, pink and blue, 50 cents

IXt00000000Ct00O000000000000

0000000000

front teeth.

B. Ruppe, deputy grand exalted master of the lodge of Elks for New Mexico, will leave for Las Vegas tomorrow
morning to install the new officers recently elected by that lodge. On April
2 he will visit Silver City, and on April
9 he Is due at Santa Fe.
Capt. C. C. Smith and Dr. H. E. Min
or, of the Fourteenth cavalry, came In
from Fort Wingate last night, being
summoned to appear before the Unit
ed States grand jury as witnesses in a
recent unfortunate murder affair which
occurred near tort Wingate.

Albright's Shoes
lor nil(Jrcn
f
I Jaeger's Underwear

W. Railroad Ave.
Telephone 259.

LACES ARE "IT"

JUST NOW, AND THERE IS NO OTHER STORE WITHIN YOUR REACH WHERE YOUCAN CHOOSE
FROM SO MANY PATTERNS, IN MATCH SETS, EDGES, INSERTIONS A.D ALLOVERS THAN THIS

SALE OF LACES
WE WILL HAVE ON

M

hursday and Friday Jhis
DO NOT MISS

For 5c yard

v

THIS SALE

For

6,000

YARDS
TORCHON
EDGES AND
INSERTIONS;
WIDTHS RANGE FROM 4 in.
TO 3 in.; REMEMBER THURSDAY AND FRIDAY ONLY.

OR YOU WILL REGRET IT.

7ic

yard

For

YARDS
TORCHON
EDGES AND INSERl IONS;
WIDTHS RANGE FROM M in.
TO 2b in.; ALL NEW PATTERNS; GO IN THIS SALE
ONLY FOR ABOVE PRICE.
3.000

For 5c yard

YARD PIECES
VALENCIENNES LACE EDGES
AND INSERTIONS;
THESE
WILL NOT LAST LONG.

For 35c yard

For 50c yard

PIECES LACE ALLOVERS
NEW DESIGNS; GOOD

1,500 YARDS PLATT VALEN-

CIENNES

LACE EDGES AND

INSERTIONS; ALL WIDTHS.

For 75c yard

10 PIECES LACE ALLOVERS
PRETTY
PATTERNS; FINE
QUALITY.

LACE ALLOVERS FOR 85c, fl.00,
$1.25, $1.35, $1.50, $1.75 AND $2.00.
EMBY ALLOVERS r OR 75c, 85c,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 AND UPWARDS TO
$3.50 YARD.

cocoocoooooooornooorrorrrin

For 9c yard

150 DOZEN

15

yard

YARDS
VALENCIENNES LACE EDGES AND
INSERTIONS, WIDTHS FROM
in. TO 14 in.; ALL PRETTY
PATTERNS; THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY ONLY.

For 19c yard

VALENYARDS
CIENNES LACE EDGES AND
INSERTIONS;
ALL WIDTHS;
EXCELLENT QUALITY LACE.
2,000

2ic

5.000

10 PIECES LACE ALLOVERS
AND BEADING EFFECTS; EXTRA FINE QUALITY.

MATCH SETS VALENCIENNES
LACES; ALL PRICES.
SILK LACES AND INSERTIONS
ON SALE; IN FACT EVERYTHING
IN LACES.

i

cago, arrived in the city this morning,
and are stopping at the Metropolitan
hotel. Mr. Burkdoll is one of the pro
prietors of the Faywood hot springs.
He will proceed to the celebrated
springs, while his wife and son expect
to remain in the city a few days.
Corporal Van Buren and Private
Davis, of Troop F, with a deserter,
named Perry G. Ballett, came in from
Cerrillos last night, and proceeded

ocococxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Our Tenth Anniversary Sale

1892

LU902

Opening at Mrs.
Saturday March 22.
Owing to contracting a severe cold,
which delays preparations, I am compelled to postpone my millinery opening advertised for tomorow (Thursday) afternoon and evening to Saturday afternoon and evening, from 2 to
9 o'clock, March 22, at which time I
wil display the most exquisite stock
Imaginable,
'ine postponement is unavoidable and the ladies are requested to remember the day Saturday,
March 22. They are all invited to attend.
Millinery

MRS. M. McCREIGHT,
210 South Second street.

7

THIS PICTURE ILLUSTRATES OUR GROWTH DURING THE PAST TEN YEARS. THANKS TO
EROUS PATRONAGE BY OUR PEOPLE.

Agents for the world renowned

A GEN-

Other representative lines of shoes,
such as

DouglassShoe Hanan & Sons
and the

$3, 3.50, 4.50 Packard Shoe
$4.00 to 5.50
known to
need any praise

Too well

from us.

o

Shirts

mm

?I

BOYS' CLOTHING, MENS'
CLOTHING,
WALKOVER
$3.50 SHOES, PANTOURIS
HATS.

L Washburn
Second

Progressive Mortician and Em

o
The new spring styles in
balmer.
The public is cordially invited to atGolf Shirts are now on sale,
tend Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker's millinery Open day and night. Calls are
Friday and Saturday, both
including fine Fancy Madras, ig reception on
promptly attended to.
atternoon ana evening.
J
o
Cheviots and Zephyrs.
Also
Sell Monuments
I
The
Transfer com'
parlorand
N. Second
pany has moved C2 pianos since Ofllce
SEE THE NEW WHITE
January
1, 11)02.
PLEATED BOSOM

SHIRTS.

street

m

62

o

Gentlemen: Order your spring suit
now and he well dressed Easter. Net
tleton Tailoring Agency.

MONEY TO LOAN

On diamonds, watches or any good
Get some of those steel tree barb of security. Great bargains In watchei
A. D. Johnson.
of every description.
A. H. YANOW.
209 South Second street, few doors
Ice Cream
north of wstofflce.
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET
Good News.
public
will
be glad to know that
The
for home made and fancy candles. For
operathe Cerrillos coal mines are
eign and domestic fruits in season tion once more. We are now in
prepared
Ice cream orders filled promptly.
to fill all orders. HA11N, both phones.

Scott's

THE

SIRION STERN,

Extra choice young mutton, spring
lamb, tender veal, prime Kansas City
Bteaks and roasts, corn fed steer beef,
fresh spare ribs, Kansas City pork,
sausages, fresh beef brains, fresh and oaxxxxxcocxxxxxxc
smoked tongues, pressed pig's feet, Old "Phone
New 'Phone
dried beef, boiled hams, dressed broil152
59.
ing cmckens, dressed hen, dressed
A
turkeys.
full line of fresh fish and
J. W. Edwards
sea foods at the San Jose Market to
morrow.

12 South

Pingrce & Smith's
Shoes for Women

A. R. Burkdoll, wife and son, of Chi

1

Monarch

E.

Regular communication of Temple
lodge. No. 6, A. F. A. M., Thursday,
March 20. 7:30 p. m. WorK in E. A.
degree. Visiting brethren cordially invited. By order of the W. M., II. Abraham, secretary.
Arthur, the ten months' old Bon of
John Zurlinden, died this morning of
pneumonia at the family home, 110
South Edith street. The funeral will
be held at the house at 10 o'clock to
morrow morning.
Dr. D. H. Ckrns received a telegram
this morning that his aged mother died
last night at Homestead, Pa., after a
sleekness of about a week. She was
72 years old and suffered with Inflammation of the stomach.
Ruth Simpler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Simpler, Is laid up for repairs.
Yesterday afternoon, while at play at
her parents home, she fell down the
front steps, striking her face on the
ground and breaking out three of her

POSTPONED..
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Black Cat Hose
Centemeri dloves!

CO.

&

I

In his household

The

RAILROAD AVfcNUE

I

Horseback riding, astraddle, is a
popular exercise by a number of ladies
these fine days. Half a dozen ladles
were out yesterday exercising to their
heart's content.
asJusto R. Armljo,
sessor and probate judge, was presented by his estimable wife with a boy
on the 18th, making a full dozen now

utld

B.

Butterick
Patterns

camps.

000000

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
.

W. B. Corsets

g

Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
finest jewels. Lowest prices.

i

-

west to Fort Wingate several hours
later. Ballett is a wagoner In troop
G, at Fort Wingaje, and after receivpay deserted on January 1,
ing
a pair at C. May's popular priced shoe 1902. his
store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Sylvester Davis, of Gallsteo,
Buy your blankets and comforters Is Captain
in Albuquerque today Insisting to his
of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue. friends
that he is not dead. A short
Deming, the coming city of New time ago a confusion of names resulted
Mexico.
In a wide spread report that captain
o
was killed in Lincoln county. The
MONEY TO LOAN.
captain says the story is without any
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any foundation and he has convincing argood security; also household
' ' Al
goods guments to prove it.
stored with me; strictly confidential.
society
of
Aid
the ConLadies'
The
Highest cash price paid for household gregational church will hold its
regugoods. Automatic 'phone 120.
lar tea on Thursday afternoon at tne
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. residence
of Mrs. It. B. Myers, on Hun-inavenue, betwen Second and Third
See the latest in parasols at The
streets. This meeting will be held a
Economist.
week ahead of time and a cordial invitation Is extended to everybody to be
O NEXT TIME YOU BUY SHOES O present.
A letter has been received by the
O TRY A PAIR OF PINGREE & Ot
Browns base ball club from H. W.
O SMITH'S
SHOES MADE EX- Marclal, asking for a
O PRESSLY FOR WOMEN.
0 Biggs, onof Santeam.
He states that he
the
B. ILFELD & CO.
0
0 Isplace
a bookkeeper and can do any kind
000
of ofllce work and that he guarantees
o
to hold his own with the best of them.
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen
He further says: "I am six feet ten
Inches tall and weigh 185 pounds." He
is a first basemaa.

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts

of
Of

1902
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Republican primaries tonight.
all republicans attend.

19

Parlor

RAILROAD AVENUE

CLOTHIER.

oococxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Whitney
WHOLESALE

SHELF
HEAVY

AND

Company
DEALERS IN

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED CORNICE
AND SHEET
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.

8outh First St.

oococococxoxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Albuquerque, New Mexico

